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•
Only 100 sets of back numbers are now on hand and the rule. first come
is first served. is strictly adhered to. Are you going to take advantage of this
opportunity?
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The Age of Man
N a recent conversation with a
prominent student and occultist the
above ,subject came up for discussion and this venerable Savailt
made the statement that he knew
and had met in the East a man who
was 242.000 years old. and that this super-man
had always been in the "flesh" during this time.
Age
Methuselah
969
Jared ••...••........•....•••.. 962
Adam ••••.•.........•...••... 930
Seth ••..•................••... 912
Cainan .••.•.........•.•.•.... 910
Enos .•••••.........••........ 905
Mahala1eel ............•.......895
Lameeh •................•.... 777
Noah. before flood •••.•••..••.. 600
Noah. after flood •..•.•••.•••.. 350
Shem,.before flood ...••••••...• 98
Sbcm, after flood
502
Died
1630. Aug. 15
1635. Nov. 16
1656. Aug. 15
1662. OCL 28
1668. (1)
1683, Jan. 3
1691. (1)
1706, April 5
1754. (1)
1748. (1)
1764. May 30
1766. Aug. 22
1768, Jan.
1769. ll'eb. 6
1770. June 24
1774. March
1776. Feb. 27
1776. June
1780. Aug. 16
1782, Jan. 16
1782. Oct.

TWD

A~e

Eber ..........•••••.•••••••.•464
Arphazed
438
Salah ........•....•.•••....... 403
Peleg
239
Rew
239
Terah ..........•..........•..205
Isaac ...•....•....•.••.•••..•. 180
Abraham
~
175
Nahur .....•....•.•.••••.••.••.148
Jacob •..•.•.........•...•••.. 147
Levi .......•...•...••••••.••.. 137
Kohath •...•.•......•••..••••. 133

Age
Napthali .•......•.•...•..••••. 130
Sarah " : •••••••••••••••••••••. 127
Asher .•.•..•••.••.•.••....•.. 126
Gad ..•...••....•.......•...•• 125
Dan •...••••..••••••.•••••.••• 124
ReUben ••••.••...•••••••..•••. 124
Issacher ....••.••..•.••••••••• 122
Simeon •..•.••••••.•.•.••••••• 120
Judah
119
Zebulon ...••.•.••••••••••••.. 114
Joseph ..•.•••••.•••••••••••.• 110

MODERN CENTENARIANS
Place
Name
Age
••...•••.•••..•••••• Yorkshire •••...•...••.•.•...•... Robt. Montgomery ••.....•••• 126
Shropshire
Sir Thomas Parre
159
Kenilworth
James Bowels
152
••.•...•.••••••••••• Ware .................•.......••. Wm. Mead, M.D••••.•.....•• ,148
Lancashire
J. Sagar
112
•••..•.•...•••.••••• Ireland .............••.•..•••...• Count's Desmond ••...••.••••. 140
Ireland
Mr. Edeston
143
Northampton
John Baylis
126
Cumberland
Margaref Forster
136
Cumberland
Her Daughter
104
Trlonia
Simon Sack
140
Ireland
Col. Thos. Winsloe
146
•
Yorkshire
Francis Consist
150
France
Francis Boris
121
Norway •..:
C. J..D?kenberg
146
:
Worcesterabire
John Tlce
125
Scotland
John Mount
136
.,
~
Franee
A. Goldsmith
140
Liverpool
;
Wm. Ellis
130
Harmenstead
Dumiter Radaly
140
.
Preston. Hull
Val. Catby
116

That the human body should endure for a
considerable longer time than is usual at the
present day is beyond dispute. but to consider
242.000 years is so enormous that it staggers
the imagination and understanding of the
Western mind.
According to the Hindoos. the ages are divided into four grand "Yugs"· Satya Yug. the
age' of purity. the Golden Age. which Jasted
three million years. and during which time the
age of man was said to be 100.000 years and
his height twenty-one cubits. Treta Yug. in
which one-third of mankind became reprobate.
and the age was reduced to 10.000 years, with
Ptlgt

had never udied" or "passel! b<:yonl!." but had
"renewed'· his body at will.
Having always been in the habit of regarding Methuselah as a grand old man. with 9GO
years to his credit. I felt a desire to look over
the moth-eaten old record!> to sec if my studies
had been too superficial and herewith tabulate
both proven and apocryphical ulives"·

a corresponding decrease in stature. Dwapar
Yug, when three-fourths of the human race became wicked and the age of Man was reduced
to 1.000 years. The fourth and present period
is na~ed Cali Yug, in which all men are
wicked. and the age rarely exceeding 100 years.
The Hindoos say that Cali Yug will last 400.000 years of which a paltry 6.000 years have
been consumed. According to these claims.
which the writer has no means of substantiating. there is still opportunity for the lovers of
the earthplane to extend their career 395,000
years. more or less.
-CONSTANTIA.
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Our Mental Garden
B)'

Msrgaret

S. Linn Porr

"The soil of thy inner r.ardcn is thine own,
Let it not w:ml for culuvation.
The fleed which thou sowest, thou shalt reap'"
-Ill.

1

]
1

]

]
]
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•",' E have within us a vast area which
~ should be under constant cultiva·
tion, in order to attain that perfection which is our privilege; but instead of this fertile soil being cultivated and fruitful, we more often
find it growing wild and neglected.
We have seen ga.rdens in the material
world that were literally covered with rank
weeds and poisonous vines, while' clinging with
tenacity to every growth' was a dense web, to
say nothing of the \,:,orms and insects that
always ab'ound in such environment. Our
first thought was that the owner must be
away, and we ielt sorry that so much fertile
soil should be allowed to go to waste. The
pity of it was that he had left to shrivel and
die the most precious plant he possessed.
The plant still had life, that divine gift with
which it could be developed into a thing of
beauty, but for want of cultivation, it lacked
that quality which was its birth-right. The
condition of the plant indicated that its vitality
was at low ebb. and if the plant was to be
saved, something must be done, and quickly,
too.
As we are deeply interested in the welfare
of gardens, let us see what steps would be
necessary to take, in order to prepare this

neglected garden for higher cultivation. First,
we would have to remove every trace of the
dense web, which obscures the light, because
plants will not thrive without sunshine. Then
we would have to clear away the underbrush,
and pull up the rank weeds, and then uproot
the poisonous vines. After this we would have
to destroy the wonns and the insects, which,
if left, would kill our plant. When this has
been accomplished we must prepare the soil
for a thorough ploughing, Then to destroy
the poison which the weeds and the vines have
generated we fumigate. After we have done
this we use a good fertilizer to enrich the soil,
so that it will nourish aU beautiful growths.
Having prepared the soil, let us take a Jook
at the one precious plant that was left to shrivel
and die, and see by what means we can restore
it to its original beauty. To strengthen this
plant and promote its development, we must
trim off the weak looking branches, that the
Life Power may be centered in the trunk and
the roots of the plant, that it may be sent out
later with renewed strength, This makes the
plant more symmetrical nnd gives promise of
greater beauty. Then the nipping of the dead
leaves that others more beautiful may grow
in their place. After this comes the daily
watering, and we must water profusely if we
Page TAru
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want good results. We must also pick orr the
worms which, if left on the plant, would cause
60 much havoc.
Can you not sec a great difference in the
garden and the plant after such care and attention? It is just so with the cultivation of
the Soul. From a scientific standpoint we are
"fearfully and wonderfully m01de."

::.

Looking

from the point of physical evolution. we have
reached perfection: but, we live here in a very
material way, so that our worship of GOD,
does not, in many cases, get much below the
surface, and we will soon find ourselves in the
same shrivelled condition, from a spiritual
point of view, as the plant described above.
We alone arc responsible for this spiritual state
in not taking care of Our Mental Garden, and
cultivating our plant of Spirituality.
Does it not then, remain for us, while there
is yet time, to take hold and develop our garden, by taking the proper care of each growth,
8e~ing that nothing in the way of evil tho\~ghts
retards their progress? No Mental Garden, or
Spiritual Plant will attain perfection without
care and faithful attention. Nor can we work
in any half-hearted way, we must be willing
'to give our earnest effort to the cultivation of
our plants. It is a sacred responsibility which
we assume on reaching the age of understanding.
To cultivate this Spiritual Plant of ours we
must first clear away the dense web-The Web
of Ignorance-the web that spreads from
branch to branch trYing to connect with every
other growth. its desire being to cover as
would a canopy. and thoroughly exclude the
Light and sunshine. We must clear away this
web with a strong desire for spiritual guidance, and remember that while the least particle of the web remains our soil cannot be
cultivated. Its very odor, if we breathe it
long enough means a living death. This, then,
must be destroyed by a fervent desire for
Spiritual Light, which once we attain 'it, dispels all darkness, and we find Light our greatest help in the cultivation of our garden; in
fact, we cannot develop without it.
'
Our next step is to uproot that poisonous
vine of pessimism. Let us stop for a moment
and think what effect such a poisonous growth
has upon our life. First it creates an unhealthy
POll' FDU,.

atmosphere for. us to breathe. Then it. distorts
our vision, throwing a dark cloud over every
thing we see. and every. thing we' have. Instead of seeing friends when we are looking
at our brethren, it causes us to Jook upon them
as enemies. It is a rank growth and its' tendency is to annihilate everything that grows,
especially the beautiful. No Soul ever attains
great heights that permits this vine of pessimism to grow in his garden. This vine must
be uprooted by honest work, .not the mere
physical Jabor for the daily needs, but work
that means prayer, and also good deeds, to and
for our fellow-man. The lifting up of the criminal by the wayside, recognizing in him-no
matter to what depths he has fallen~the Son
of God our Brother. It is only by filling our
hearts with work and deeds of this kind that
we can successfully slay this poisonous vine.
Does not work of this kind bring joy? and
pessimism never take root. where joy abounds.
Some of our friends may suggest that we
mow down these rank weeds with good resolutions. But, we know, and we have proved,
that our Spiritual Plant will not grow, except
in soil which is free from any poisonous taint
of evil thoughts. When we mow down with
good resolutions, .it means that the foots are
stiJJ there, and almost in a twinkling they are
sprouting again. While 'the roots arc there,
we cannot cultivate our mental garden, nor can
we develop our Spiritual Plant. There is only
one way, p~ them up, roots and all.
Wherever pessimism grows we are sure to
find that little vine of worry. It grows small
at first, trailing along in its sly little way,
peeping int~ every conceivable crevice, but,
when it gets started it grows very rapidly. It
is'most difficult to uproot, but it can be accomplished. Worry and pessimism are negative conditions. and we never develop 0\11'selves, or anything else while we are negative;
for it means holding ourselves receptive to all
wicked, depressing influences, and the more
we worry the heavier our burden 'becomes.
The clouds, then are so dense that we gradually find we are hedged in on aU sides, and
unless we take a positive stand, and break
this bondage, we will be forever in darkness.
There is, however, always a way if we try
to find it. To thoroughly demolish thi~ "'eed
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of worry, we must resort to that active plant,
Ambition. Ambition is the plant that awakens
the Soul to strive for things worth while, the
things that count in the higher kingdom, 110t
hereafter. but now. The living up to our
highest ideals, scorning to do an unkind act,
or take advantage of another soul. This plant.
Ambition, needs careful cultivation, so that it
docs not become tainted with things material
beyond the needs of the day. Sometimes we
find it overgrown, and when we do, its fruits
are not wholesome, or pure. In cultivating
this plant Ambition, we must remember that
it requires a great deal of Spiritual dew to
cause it to grow symmetrically.
Then we see looming up in the distance that
tall, stout weed of revenge, casting its shadow
all around. To touch this weed of revenge
means death. If those who foster this growth
would stop long enough in their mad rush towards destruction, they would know that they
were harming themselves more than they could
possibly hurt another. They would also recognize they could not injure another ·without
suffering themselves. They might not realize this at the moment of their revengeful
thought, or desire, but, they cannot escape paying the debt, because it is Divine Law. Stern
Justice will deal out to them their just deserts.
If they would stop long enough to realize this,
and uproot this deadly growth, how different
their life would be.
I
. We can only extirpate this weed with a divine remedy, that of Forgiveness. Remember
that this weed is the offspring of the web of
Ignorance. and the cure is Love. For is not
Forgiveness a child of Love? Is it not human
to err, and is it not divine to forgive? Are
we not told to forgive our brother until seventy
times seven? and again "to forgive those who
trespass against us." Did not our Master say:
"Love your enemies?" Is this not balm. to
our Soul?
.
We find growing in every neglected garden,
and ofttimes creeping into so-called wdl kept
gardens-that troublesome weed of Fear. It
has the appearance of being such a strong
growth; but it is not. Like all weeds its appearance is most deceptive-in fact, that is the
nature of all weeds. But Fear insists that we
shall think it powerful, however it is not. It

presents more sh:uJow than anything elBc~ and
while we are under the inftuence of the web
of ignorance, this illusion seems most real to
us. While we cultivate ·Fear. we also have
failure accompanyi.ng us, and we never get on
even the bottom round o( the ladder called
success; either in the material world, or, in
the Spiritual. This weed of Fear is such a
prolific growth, that its offsprings are too
numerous to keep track of, that is. if we allow
it any growth at all. But, if we annihilate it
root and all in the beginning, why, then it is
the most easily destroyed of any weed that
grows.
What we need to do to dissipate this falsifying weed, is to cultivate Trust. Take trust
by the hand and look up, not down, not once
but every moment of our existence. Trust.
HIM for all things. not only those we fear,
but for the things that bring us joy. Trust
until trust becomes perfect Love, then fear
will pass away. "For perfect Love casteth out
fear," and we know that "He that dwc1leth in
the secret places of the Most High, shall abide
under the shadow of the ALMIGHTY."
"There shall no evil befall thee, for He shall
give His Angels charge over thee, to keep thee
in all thy ways."
It is necessary that we extirpate these weeds
separately, one at a time, for by so doing we
know·that our work is being done thoroughly.
The task of preparing a garden for higher cultivation takes time and effort; but we know
that what is worth doing at all is worth doing
well. . And are we not assured that our effort
will bring joy to our soul?
The ohly weed that is at all attractive 'in
this garden is the weed Temptation. It is a
beautiful growth to look upon, and one not
accustomed to cultivating gardens might take
it for a rare exotic. one to be prized. It grows
to be tall and graceful, its flowers are of' the
rarest shades of different colors. with the
faculty of changing to suit the occasion. Another misleading point about these flowers is
the perfume. which is both subtle. and attractive. We often take this weed to our heart
because of its beauty, without trying to study,
or understand its nature. When we do, we
suffer. But docs not suffering purge the dross
from the gold? and are there Dot times when
POllt FitJt
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sulTering shows us the path more clearly than
joy? This weed Temptation is to be gazed
upon, but not touched. To touch is to lose
our balance and the fruits are Remorse.
To successfidly slay Temptation we must
cultivate our plant of Intuition. Intuition is
the plant which speaks to the inner soul, yet
makes no .sound, but whose guidance we can
trust implicitly, not once, but at all times,
that is. if we hold ourselves receptive to it.
This is a voice that is always with us if we
listen, and if we manifest a desire for it by
holding open the door of ,our soul, not partway, but wide open, with a .whole-heartedness.
that speaks welcome. You can understand
then, how necessary it is, that we cultivate our
plant of Intuition, that progeny of Wisdom,
the plant that helps us in the beginning of our
mental cultivation until we prove ourselves
worthy and capable of cultivating the Mother
plant, Wisdom itself.
When we cultivate Intuition and know its
unfailing guidance. then we can look upon that
beautiful. though misleading weed Temptation and know that we will be able to see the
two p~ths. and have the strength to decide
upon the right onc. One path is wide and attractive with its beautiful flowers growing on
both sides. growing low.that they may be the
more easily plucked.. The other path is
straight and narrow, but we find it shaded from
the heat of the day by the tree of Duty. This
is a tree that grows tall and straight, full of
vigor and strength, the fruits and leaves growing abundantly at the top. If we want the
fruit, we must climb the path. Its destination is one of certainty, for it leads directly
~o Our Father.
It requires heroic effort at times to prepare this garden for higher cultivation, in fact
we may say it requires constant effort. Frequently when we think a weed is dead, we find
it sprouting again. in the shape of evil
thoughts. At such times we are apt to become
discouraged. but right here is where we need
to work the harder to keep out the wee~s.
When we allow ourselves to get dislu:artened,
we are preparing our mental soil for the cultivation of these rank weeds, and we cannot
afford to do this. At such times we must
stand up and reclaim ourselves. and i£ we do
PD9t Si.r
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this, in a few moments we will find strength
.flowing into our hearts, and we will resume
our work with determination, seeing in the
distance our garden in all its perfection.
As we rest for a moment, we look around
on the work yet to be done, and we see another weed that we did not know was there;
that troublesome little weed of Envy. It is
a mean sly growth, because it throws its poison
over and through everything that it can
reach. Its tendency is to mutilate and destroy all joy and pleasure.
We can. however, by giving our best effort
to the task, cultivate our plant of Happiness
to su·ch an extent that it will annihilate this
weed of Envy. So prolific in good works is
this plant of Happiness, that after earnest individual cultivation, it will blossom eternally,
bringing good-will and pleasure to all. Its perfume is most lasting, and' its flowers arc the
palest shade of red, a shade that radiates its
influence far and wide. We must be careful,
however. that we do not cultivate the wrong
species of happiness. We do not want the
plant that says "me and mine," bu~ the one
that spreads incessantly. that all may enjoy
its fruits. the Universal Plant of Happiness.
As we pull out the growths one by one. we
come to the deadly weeds of Anger and Hate.
These grow to represent twins, so closc:1y are
they related. There are no weeds more fatal
in their influence than these twins; their poison
runs through every vein of the growth, and
permeates the soil, until no plant worth cultivating could grow in the garden. Then their
odor. is diabolical, for it spreads such a distance, and it contaminates all with which it
comes in contact. There are no weeds that
will so quitldy destroy this beautiful temple
in which God dwells, like the presence of
Anger and Hate. Tbe Holy Spirit cannot
enter while such unworthy guests are entertained. And to live without the Spirit means
a living hell-the living in complete darkness,
eating of the fruits of rank weeds, and breathing an atmosphere of poisonous vines. To save
our garden (ourselves) we must be up and
doing; "work while it is still day" is the mandate. Our only course is to thoroughly uproot those weeds, which sap the life of our
Spiritual Plant, and which if not pulled up with

I

a firm will. anc! a positive determination. will
cause a blight to fall upon our garden.
While uprooting these we~ds with a firm
will and a positive determination that they
shall not again grow in our garden. let our
hearts be filled with Love; Love that uplifts;
Love that means GOD; Love to all mankind.
In a little while we will ace those two beautiful. though modest plants of Patience and
Cheerfulness, flourish in our garden without
any apparent effort on our part, and gMng
evidence of bearing fruit, which will be helpful and uplifting to others as the seasons pass.
The last weed to remove is Despair. The
weed that means darkness,--mental. moral and
spiritual. This ,weed belongs to the family of
Pessimism. and Worry; and Fear is also closely
related to it. It seems as if all the deadly
poison of the whole family was deposited in
this rank weed of Despair. No plant can live
where it is. It does not seem to grow itself.
and yet it has the power of spreading over
such a distance. In appearance it is a stunted
growth. It never gets far above the ground
and its branches turn downward. in place of
spreading out. This weed is the last of its
family to develop and it has the most hellish
atmosphere of any weed that grows.
Hell means the overpowering of the good by
the evil, until the good entirely disappears,
and then we live in perfect torment without
any apparent meabs of e~cape. We are so
shadowed by the web pf ignorance, and the
illusion is so dense that all pathways out of
this hellish atmosphere are for the time completely obscured. Yet these delusi~ns and influences cannot effect us one minute longer
than we are willing they should. If we would
Use but half the energy to work for Heaven,
that we consume in creating hell. we would
be in Paradise for all time, and not hereafter
but NOW.
But for those who want to break their
bondage. there is always a road out. It is
for us to cultivate our Mental Garden which
leads to GOD. To successfully destroy this
diabolical growth. We must cultivate our plant
of Inspirat:on. We should realize that the
"~ingdom of GOD is ,within," and it only reqUires our own earnest effort to open the door
of that Kingdom, and the glorious Radiance

from that within will burst forth. lighting our
pathway, and illuminating our garden, so that
others in darkness will be attracted to 'the
LIGHT. Inspiration is thnt message from
GOD which tells us that no matter how far
we have fallen, we are still His children; that
what is necessary to do is to pUll up the weeds,
and cultivate our garden, and the LIGHT
within will supply all our needs. In cultivating Inspiration we cause to grow that
beautiful plant Magnanimity, that plant whose
fruits are Greatness of Soul. the one rare plant
that is always willing and anxious to shelter
all weak souls under its mantle of Love.
In pulling up the weeds we find root worms
of Selfishness, worms which cause so much
suffering. that they invariably discolor all
plants and even weeds, and prevent them from
.ever bringing forth any blossoms, or fruit.
After they have eaten to the cent.er,the heart
of the plant which they attack, there is no
chance to save it. It dies.
To destroy these pernicious worms while
there is yet time, we must use the plant of
Living Sacrifice, whose perfume and fruit
bring comfort to so many weary souls. It is
in this growth of Living Sacrifice that we find
so much to refresh and invigorate us, so beautiful is this growth we Clln truthfully call it
Divine. Living Sacrifice has .eliminated all
thoughts of the personal self. and only lives
to do the Father's Will; thereby receiving not
only its own spiritual peace but radiating the
love ~at says "It is more blessed to give than
receive."
Just as we think we are ready for the ploughIng we find those tantalizing little insects 'of
Discord. To remove them is no small task.
for, just as we think we have them. they aro
jumpiDg somewhere else. They are very
poisonous in their nature, and they work so
silently, and arc so destructive that we must
exterminate them at all CQsts.
, To destroy these Insects of Discord we
must cause to grow our plant of Contentment,
the contentment of well doing. It is not a
gaudy or striking growth, but ob, it is so attractive in its quiet way, that one feels its influence very quickly, and then its fruits arc so
sweet to the taste. Those who have cultivated
this plant have found it most beautiful. It
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leads us so quietly without growing weary,
step by step we climb our spiritual mountain
and hear that blessed message, "well done thou
good and faithful servant, enter into the joy
of thy Lord."
During this cultivation there will be times
when we will ·feel that we cannot go on without stumbling. The work seems so hard, for
frequently it means going over and over the
ground. Stray pieces of the root will peep. up
in our soil, in the shape of evil thoughts which
we felt we had conquered. At such times we
must fight against depression. Depression is
the poison of the weeds, and the vines still
lurking in the atmosphere. When such melancholy thoughts come into our conscious mind,
we must stand up and claim our birthright as
children of GOD, knowing that "The Lord
Thy GOD in the midst of thee is Mighty."
And in a little while we will feel the presence
of HIS Angels and know that "They will bear
thee up in their hands lest thou dash thy feet
against a stone."
We still have the underbrush to clear away,
and that is quite a difficult task, for it has
been gathering so long, and is so thick and
heavy. In clearing away this underbrush, the
underbrush of Slander, we find that it is a
growth that always lies close to the ground;
sometimes it has a root, but more often it has
not. It has a pronounced tendency for entangling all other plants, especially the beautiful, covering their. beauty with a mantle of
shame.
We must clear away this underbrush with
heart-felt words of Praise and Kindness.
always returning good for evil. We must look
past the personality and see the Divine Kinship in each human soul. And instead of c:1osing up the Divine Inflow, by listening to, and
repeating slanders and scandals, let us keep the
channel clean and clear by words of help and
encouragement, rejoicing in the privilege that
the All-Father has sent to us, to uplift ano~er
Soul.
Now that all the weeds have been remov.ed
we are ready for the ploughing. To plough
successfully we must use the plough of "Goodwill to Men." It .is necessary that we keep
ploughing until the soil is perfectly fine and
smooth. Care must be exercised that no litrogt Eight

tie lumps of deceit are lelt in the soil, for if
tbey are, they will sprout again and our work
will be for naught. Our work of' cultivation
must be done thoroughly, and the ploughing
is of tile utmost importance, for it prepares the
soH for the fertilizer.
Alter the ploughing has been carefully done,
then we must clear the atmosphere from the
poisons which tile weeds and tile vines have
generated.. In order to accomplish this we
must fumigate the whole garden, soil and all.
We fumigate with the best results, when we
use tile Spirit of Humility, because we' need
its purifying qualities. It not only promotes
the growth of our Spiritual Plant, but it adds
Grace as well. The taint of poisonous weeds
(eVil. thoughts) lurk around a garden for a
long time after the weeds have been destroyed,
hence the great necessity of a thorough and
frequent fumigation, with a generous supply
of the Spirit of Humility'.
Now to enrich the soil so our plant may be
nourished we must use a fertilizer. The best
fertilizer for mental soil is the fertilizer of
Faith. We must use it freely, we must usc it
in large quantities, and it must be of an excellent quality. Let it permeate the soil thoroughly; so that the soil will contain the Life
giving qualities so necessary to the growth of
all beautiful things. Each day we must use
an added amount of this Life giving fertilizer,
80 that the constant enriching of the soil may
continue, and by so doing other plants will
take root.
.NoVl that our soil is prepared, we must turn
our attention to our Spiritual Plant, and give
it tile necessary care in order to change it from
its shrivelled condition to its birthright which
is beauty.
That our Spiritual Plant may not wither and
die, we must see that it is watered daily with
Hope and with deep earnest meditation on the
glory of GOD and His goodness to us. By
this daily care our plant will take on greater
vitality~ and new branches and leaves will burst
forth where we were least expecting them,
leaves of unselfish consideration for others,
coupled with gentleness, which in time, always
brings forth such beautiful fruit.
To keep this plant clean let us spray it with
Courage, that the heart faint not. By spray-
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ing the leaves daily we keep them free from
dust, and in keeping them always bright and
clean we are prepared to withstand any attack
of storms or temptations, and by continued
spraying with· Courage, Courage itsel£ will
take root, and will grow into a strong sturdy
oalt, which in time will bring us shade from
the heat of the day.
We must trim off the weak looking branches,
that the power may be centered in the roots
and the trunk of the plant. These are the
dead leaves of Creed and Dishonesty which
prevent the Life giving currents of the spirit
sending forth its nourishment by closing the
channels; which if not trimmed off will cause:
slow decay. Let us trim off the decayed
branches with a living of the Golden Rule, a
living that would bring Heaven here and now;
for the Golden Rule is a plant which is prolific of great good, and its fruits arc pure gold.
Nip the dead leaves of Dogma and Prejudice by love of justice to all HIS children.
Let the withered leaves of desire to criticise
and condemn be pulled off that the young
shoots of Compassion and Mercy may have a
chance to grow and develop, for they bring
forth a beautiful flower, whose fragrance is
most welcome to our less fortunate brethren
and sisters as they journey along Life's path.
As we continue to cultivate this Mental
Garden of ours, we find we not only have our
original Spiritual plant. but to it we have added
other plants of rare beauty. We find Understanding, that plant· whose noble curves mean
so much to us, with its ever ready willingness
to blossom for our every desire. It, too, requires careful attention that its atmosphere
may be kept pure, for by it we learn to cultivate that Universal Friend, the tree of Knowledge which stands firm in our defence in many
battles. It also gives us the comfort of knowing that we are ALL HIS Chi1d~n. We must
realize that any condemnation against one,
~s a condemnation against All; for are we not
One great Whole? Is He not the Divine
Father of All? Is not the LIFE giving Principle flowing from HIM into ALL Creatior..?
To condemn is to cultivate the rank weeds,
whose fruit is dead leaves, but to nip these
dead leaves, giving their place to Compassion
and Mercy, we cause to grow that rare plant

Charity, which seems so hard to cultivate, but
which adds greatly to the growth of Justice,
who~e devc1opnu:nl means Universal Good.
Our Mental Garden could never be cultivated
to perfection without the perfect development
of Justice.
We must exercise great care in picking off
the worms that creep under the leaves, those
worms of Doubt, Suspicion, and Jealousy.
They creep through such small places, crawl
in so often when we are not aware of their
presence until they have gained a footing,
then, they always leave disaster in their path.
They not only eat all the visible part of the
p.lant, but they sap the vitality as well; and
out of the debris they build such a high wall
of Doubt around our Spiritual Plant that all
sunshine is barred out, and the result is it ~ill
shrivel and die for want of nourishmentnourishment that means the Sunshiue of Truth
and Love. To shatter this waU of Doubt and
pick off the worms of Suspicion and Jealousy
is of the utmost importance, and we must be
untiring in our efforts.
We must shatter this wall of Doubt by living
the daily life of Truth in every waYJ in the
little things, as well as the large ones that
impress us with their importance; pick off the
little worms of Jealousy and Suspicion with
Sincerity, Gentleness, and Kindness. Sincerity is a charming plant when ODce it takes
root. Like Charity it is rare, but it can be
cultivated in any soil with proper care and
attention, although the soil must be healthy and
pure before it will make much progress, but
after it once takes deep root, it flourishes and
adds great beauty to the garden. Its blossoms
and perfume are so impressive, so far· reaching, so helpful to ourselves and others.
.When our Garden has been cultivated for
some time, giving it our daily care and attention, striving to perfonn every duty .faithfully, then we find growing at the entrance of
our garden, that rare, and exquisitely beautiful
plant of Wisdom, the plant that only grows
when our garden is in an advanced stage of
cultivation; the flowers of which radiate an unutterable fragrance which illuminates our pathway to GOD.
After Wisdom appears, we sce our garden
more clearly. As we look around, we see all
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our plants Dnd trees grown to full size.
Patience in all her modesty has grown to a size
beyond humnn conception, when we recall
from what she sprung. And as we stoop to
caress her precious blossoms we find Gratitude, with her shower of golden petals, extend·
ing the entire harvest for the fruitful work
that h:Js been accomplished.
A feeling of calm pure Rhythm flows
Ulrough us, and we look again to sec Harmony, that beautiful vine with its ultra-violet
flowers, bordering the entire garden, so that
Discord may never again enter. This exquisite
vine clings and protects every· plant we have
cultivated. As we stop for a moment to pick
the beautiful flowers from Harmony· to give to
those less fortunate than ourselves, influencing
them with a desire to turn to HIM, we look
up, and 10, a new plant is there. It is Joy,
full to overBowing with her gorgeous harvest
of Bowers, each blossom bowing with Love,
sending -forth with its fragrance a song of
Glorious Hallelujah to GOD.
Now that we have given our garden our best
care, looking upon each duty as a pleasure,
the living toward our neighbor as we would
he should live toward us, then we see each
day new evidence of our growth in the form
of new plants. And then we realize our greatest happiness in life has been the cultivation
of our Spiritual Plant,. and doing the Master's
work in the uplifting of humanity.
I

Just as this feelmg of Love Bows through
us, we lift our eyes to see that sweet Plant oC
Universal LOVE-the plant that gives its perfume and shade to all-entirely covered with
its perfect pink foliage-the white of the

Spirit, with tbe red of bum:mity, blended into
the pink, the shade the CHRIST loved-its
branches growinc upward, and outward to
GOD and Humanity.
In the beginning we started with a poorly
kept Mental Garden, and our one plant Spirituality in a very poor condition, but as we
patiently and faithfully worked, our garden
grew and new plants were being continually
added to make it more beautif~l. 'We have
accomplished this because we have obeyed the
Master's command, "Seek yc first the Kingdom of GOD and His righteousness and all
these things shall be added unto you." We
have come to realize that He is ALL in ALL;
and we are ALL in HIM.
All the while we have been growing. the
Winds of Influence-the InBuence of patient
cultivation-have been scattering the seeds of
Our beautiful plant far and wide, until all the
Universe has developed into ONE .GREAT
GARDEN, each doi~g his own &hare of the
cultivation, and at the same time. helping to
lift up the Brothers and the Sisters, who, as
yet do not understand taking care of their
own garden.
Then, when we feel that we can rest from
our labors, we see in the center of the vast
garden tbat great Tree of Peace. with its
enormous protecting branches extending over
the entire garden. Its foliage is thick and
beautiful, each branch ladened with pure white
flowers; its perfume and beauty speaking of
HIM from whence it originated.. It soothes
and strengthens and we know that when our
garden has been perfected, we can lie down
under its protecting shade and pass to HIS
GLORIOUS ABODE.

The Field Wark of the Order
The activities of the Department of Extension, as reported by the Minister of that Department, show that the interest in our work
is spre3ding very rapidly.
Chaners have been granted to Grand Lodges
in Tampa, Florida, San Juan, Puerto Rico, San
Francisco, California, Salt Lake City, Utah,
and Harlan, Iowa, during the past sixty days.
Lodges are being ~ormed in Bridgeport, Conn.,
PtJg~

T,n

Boston. Mass., Detroit. Mich., Jacksonville,
Fla., Columbus and Cleveland, Ohio, Evansville, Ind., San Diego, Calif.• 'Washington,
D. C., Helena, Mont., and Honolulu.
Pennsylvania still leads with the greatest
number of subordinate Lodges under its Grand
Lodge in Pittsburgh, and the largest number
of initiated Brothers and Sisters.
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IN~I AllMENT

N concluding this history I feel that
I must speak of the establishment
of the Order in America.
. I did not realize at the time-possibly I do not thoroughly realize
now-the great responsibility and
tremendous importance c;f the undertaking.
Daily I am more strongly impressed with its
power for good in this country and what it
will eventually mean to America and Americans.
As the founder,-organizer if you will,-l
have most certainly made a few mistakes in
m:ltt~rs important and trivial. With new and
diITerent conditions to meet and contend with,
without precedence for many acts I was forced
to permit or institute quickly, and with the
war in Europe to prevent my rapid communication with the Masters abroad, I know I have
had to use discretion and judgment requiring
more mature understanding than one of my
age and experience possesses.
, I would that I could undo some of the errors:
I would remove from the hearts and souls of
some the memory of anguish, disappointment
and sorrow which I have caused. I shall
sometime pay the penalty, however, and I trust
that I may have the opportunity to do some
kinder acts, sweeter deeds and more joyous
matters to recompense those whom I have
pained.
'
It was not until the fall of 1913 that I began
my outward activities for the Order in this
country: and my first acts were a mistake I
My instructions plainly said tbat tbe Order
was not to be made concrete until 1915. Well
I Icnew the year. The figures 1915 were blazoned in my mind; tbat was to be the "great
year" for America which many Rosaecrucian

students had been looking forward to for many
years.
But my instructions-in weird, symbolical
language requiring careful translation--also
stated that during the winter of 1914-1915,
"between December 15th of 1914 and Easter
of 1915," I should make such preliminary announcements as would enable me to have my
American Supreme Council selected by April
1st and my Officers installed by not later than
May of 1915. These instructions I had read
many times during 1910, 1911 and 1912. During 1913 I was devoted to the preparation of
the necessary "first papers," by the large,
illuminated Charter to be signed by the selected Councilors, and the first '''Black Book"
which I had to design, letter and bind myself,
not being permitted to have any matter pass
from my hands before the Order was established,
Thus it was that as December of 1913 approached, the figures 1914 of the coming year
seemed to stand forth boldly in my consciousness and my instructions I misinterpreted as
being:' "between December 15th and Easter of
1913-1914 in:;tead of 1914-1915.
My papers for the preliminary announc,ement were ready. I anxiously awaited December 15 and on or about that date I made my
first mistake, I announced to some especially
advanced members of the New York Institute for Psychical Research of which I was
then President, that I would have them meet
with me to prepare the way for the establishment of the Order Rosae Crucis in America,
A preliminary meeting was held during the
winter of 1913-1914 and I was surprised to
lind no enthusiasm and litlle interest. Those
whom I considered interested displayed no in?age Elnl,II
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terest, but rather antipathy. I recall well the
very rainy night when I wended my way home
from a lady's home on Madison Avenue, ncar
31th Street, with my papers, charter and
"Black Book" under my ;um, dejected and
puzzled. or the twclve who had assembled
(out of 20 invited), lIot even one signed the
preliminary organization paper.
"Was this an indication of what the R. C.
would be in America?" wa~ the (!uestion I
tried to answer later that night in the stillness of my room.
Then light came. I discoven=:d my mistal:e
of dates and the moming's sunlight brought
joy at the thought that no one had signed that
paper nearly 12 months before it was time to
be signed. The very weather, antipathy and
disinterestedness of those there that night had
prevented a grave eITor on my part. Truly a
Rosaecrucian lesson I (And, strange as it may
seem, not one of those 20 supposedly interested
men :lnd women have to this day shown any
interest whatever in the Order in this country.)
However, the following winter I was even
more ready and more prepared to carry out
the preliminary work. During the rail of 1914
there came to me a grand old lady who had
been a deep student of the occult for years.
She had traveled much abroad in search for
knowledge and had been initiated in many
forms of our work. Being of royal descent
and intimately acqu.ainted with governmental
and military authofities here and abroad, she
had been entrusted with a special errand and
mission connected with the Order. Thus on
another rainy night in the month of November--on my own birthday in fact-she unceremoniously and revuenUy placed in my hands
a few papers, a small packet and-a beautiful
red rose! In addition to these she gave me
a locket of gold set with stones in symbolical
form, containing a rare and historical piece or
mineral. The latter was a personal gift· to oe
worn in her remembranee-and ever shall I remember the dear old soul whose days are nu~
bered, hut who is sure of a sweet place in the
hearts of my wife, my children and mysdf.
(S. of the C.I)
The papers I found to be some of those
which the Mastel'S had explained to me in

curope in 190n and which were promised to
come to me when I needed them most, by spe.
cial messenger. The packet contained a seal
and an insignia. I was pleased. astoundedand now greatly fortified for my work.
On or about December 20th of 1914 I made
my prdiminary announcement. This time I
simply placed a small notice in the Personal
Column of the New Yorh Sunday Herald. It
said that the writer would be pleased to hear
from ladies and gentlemen interested in the
work of the Order R. C.
The replies were numerous, varied and very
encouraging. Great interest was shown and
the status of most inquirers was pleasing indeed.
My next step was to plan a meeting of a
few for organization purposes. As I was preparing the notices for the meeting. there came
into my business office a man whose art-not
trade-was printing. He saw one of the DOtices, immediatdy explained his long search
for the Order in this country and his many
years of study and preparation for it.
As SOOI1 as I explained my mission and my
hopes, he volunteered not only his own help
and assistance but that of a printing firm. His
great desire to truly help me, his very unselfish motives and sincere expressions of his
love. to earn and deserve by serving man, convinced me that I had met an unaffiliated Rosaeerudan such as arc born-not made.
That man who has since then done so much
for our Order, who has sacrificed his business
interests, his home life, his finances and his
worldly pleasures to be loyal to the Order, to
the cause, to mankind and to me in my many
difficulties, is our present Supreme Secretary
General, Thor Kiimalehto, to whom lowe
much and whom I love as a man loves a true
brother, a true man of God, love, peace and
human understanding.
The preliminary meeting was held on February 8th in my offices, at 8.30 p. rn. I find
in my records the following entry regarding
that meeting: "Meeting was called to order
011 8:32 at 80 Firth Avenue.
There were 9
present. The Moon was in Sagittarius. Adjourned at 9 :40 p. m."
A paper and some insignia and other interesting exhibits including the Charter and
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"Black Boolt" were fiuumined to those present, and after a brief description of the aims
and purposes of the Order, the nine men and
women were made a Committee to organize
a Supreme Council (or America.
The ullusu=:J1 enthusiasm shown, the deep interest m=:Jllifested and the determination 10
build lhe Order magnificently and nobly in this
country was a pleasant experience aher the
lack of illtcrest shown a year previous.
A few days later one of the Editors of the
New York Globe called to sec me requesting
some facts regarding the establishment of the
Order in America. Be it said that the Globe
has always shown a very fair attitude toward
all matters of this kind and welcomes every
opportunity to present to its intelligent class
of readers a conservative announcement of any
movement tending to enlighten the populace.
On February 24th, a very interesting story
appeared in the Globe and at once awakened
the minds of many hundreds of seekers for
Light in many states. Several hundred letters came to Mr. Kiimalehto as Foundation
Secretary, most of them written by conservative, well-educated and socially prominent
business men and women.
From the batch of letters about seventy-five
were selected and a letter was mai.led inviting
them to attend an organization meeting at
"The Leslie," West 83rd Street, ncar West
End Avenue on Wednesday evening, March
3rd.
About 80 men and women attended this
meeting among them being several Freemasons
bent upon investigating the purposes of the
Order, and a number of professional and scientific men and women.
Most naturally there were some so-called
skeptics present,---and there were several who
openly charged that it was a religious or spiritualistic movement.
'
The following explanation was given as the
reason for the meeting:
"I will read from papers sent from abroad
the aims, purposes, teachings and working of
the Order. After that I will ask those wh~
desire to affiliate with the Order to come for·
ward and sign an application for membership,
and then, before showing any of the sacred
'jewels' given to me, or the signs and seals
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or the qrtlcr sent by the Ma5ters, I will ask
the applicants to sign the 'Preliminary Oath'
ill the OITIl:; ...1 ilIack llouk."
About fifty signified their willingness-or
rather delight-to take the necessary oath.
Some demnndcd that nil the sacred and secret
lIlaHc:r be shown them berore ta!ting the oatil
or even signing an application for membership.
Naturally those who took such an attitude, who
delll'l.I1dcd certain thines without even professing their sincere desire to co-operatc with us,
were denied all information and were invited
to retire. None who took such attitudc at that
time have ever learned that the Light they
sought was possible tbrough humiliation alone.
They arc still without the pale of our Order.
Of the others, the great majority now compose our Supreme Council and constitute the
Fourth Degree and arc the most advanced and
enlighten eo Rosaecrucians in America. Their
sincerity, faith and humiliation have been rewarded with the Great Light. Thus it shall
ever be; none can demand, by any right, the
Light I

It was my personal wish that the applicants
who passed such investigation as was required
by our Order, should fonn a Council to organize the Supreme Grand Lodge according to
the ancient rules. I further desired this Council to appoint the officers of the Supreme Grand
Lodge and the national executive officers, I
did not desire to arbitrarily usc the power
vested in me, and I felt that far better than
merely announcing myself as Grand Master
General or Imperator by virtue of the Masters' orders, would be to delegate the selection
or election or such a responsible position to
this Council which was representative of the·
thi~king and learned classes of the city,
Further organization meetings were held at
the Hotel Empire on March 23rd presided over
by Dr. Julia Seton and at our temporary Library at 68 W. 71st St. Finally on April 1st,
a Thursday, at 8:30 p. m. about thirty of the
most llctive workers met at the proposed Lodge
Rooms on Seventh Avenue, and there, with
due {orrn, constituted themselves the Supreme
Council, signed an illuminated Charter declaring the authoritative, proper and legal estab.
Jisnment of the A. M. O. R. C. in America and
/'ugr TMrtrrll
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appointed the national executive onicc:rs unJcr
sign~

and seals;

That the present Grano Master General and
Imperator was. then elected and unanimously
appointed was a natural sequence of the events
which leu to 1h::lt meeting. llul it will alway~;
be a prout! momcnl-a moment to remember
with juy and
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Councilor:-, aher weeks of deliberation, invcstigalioll illll! sincere appreciation of its imporl,
3ro:;e as a body ;lIld r~joicinl~ly signc=cJ the:
American Charter which installed fourteen
national officers in their very tesponsiblc: pes:·
tions. This Charter hangs upon the wall in
the Imper.ator's office in the Supreme Grand
Lodge: and is destined to be a famous document in American history. Designed, executed
and illuminated in all the rich colorings. signs,
and decorations used by the ancients in the
making of rare and sacred manuscripts, it is
not only typical of the finest work in that
line:. but of persistcnt cleterminatiOll Oil the
part of many Americans to bring to this country the noble, austere Order Rosae Crucis.
Thereafter various Council and Committee
meetings were held in the Order's Library, the
Ancient Constitution of the Ordcr was slightly
modified to meet American conditions, voted
upon and adopted, and Lodge rooms-the: first
Ame:riean Rosae Crucis Temple-secured and
equipped.
,
On Thursday-the true Rosaccrucian day
throughout the world-May 13, Hl15, thc first
true Rosaecrucian Convocation of the Order
was held in the Temple <:Imid beautiful and
inspiring conditions, and all the appointed
National Officers, the Councilors and a few
others were duly initiated into the Order,
Crossed the Threshold and were raised to the
dignity of Knights, Sorores, Brothers and Sis·
ters of the Order Rosae Crucis in accordance
with the true andent rites and ceremony.
What a glorious occasion I Sublime, perfect,
sacred, mystic day-May 13, 19151 Long will
it be remembered and honored by those who
evcn now rem3in enthralkd by the splendor
and 6ignificance of the convocation.
So rapidly did the announcement of this important convocation spread .. monl; advanced
occult students that the Membership Committce found it desirable to invite a DumLer to
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join with liS in spreading the Light throughout America. The rc~tllt W:lS th:lt two wee!:s
latcr 011 Thursday, M;'I.y 27, WIG, fifty more
applic:ll1ts Cros:;cd the 'l'hre~hold and were
;'I.umilled into the First Dcgrce;'l.s probationcrf'.
Thereafter the regular convocationf' of the
First J)csree were heili. twice monthly, 011
Thursday eveninl:s. and the work of iIIumin:ltion-;'I.Jl(1 climint:llion-was cnrried 011 throughout thc warm I>Ullllllcr Hlullths. ,
Theil in July, at olle of the Convocations,
the Grand Deputy Master presentecl to the
Grand Master General and Imperator, on
behalf of the Lodge, a beautiful silver and
gold Master's Jewel set with a red 6tone, as
the Lodge's acknowledgment and appreciation
of the Order's great work. This "Jewel" completed the Master's authoritative regalia and
m3de him the acclaimed and legal head of the
Order in America.
As the Fall approached many applications
for mcmbership were received from v;Jrious
p;Jrts of the United States. Since the Conslitution and Charter of the Order calls for
the est<:llliishment of Lodges in all large cities
of every state, :lrrangements were made for
this work and the Department of Extension
was authorized to look after the national propaganda.
The first Lodge to be established outside of
New York was opened in Pittsburgh and, as
other subordinate Lodges wcre opened in
Pennsylvania, the Lodge in Pittsburgh became
Qle Grand Lodge for that State. Its wonder·
ful wc.rk, enthusiasm' and rapid advancement
in the teachings is an excellent tcstimony to
the ability and sincerity and real R. C. love
of the Grand Master there and his able offi·
cers.
The continued spread of the work of the
Order throughout the "United States, Dependencies and Territories," is well recordcd in the
reports publishcd in the Amcrican Rosae
enlds for the months of January 'to June,
1916. Lodges now spread :tcross our Jurisdic·
tion from San Juan, Pucrto Rico. to Honolulu
where some military authorities are arranging
for a Lodge, <:Ind from Chicago to Tampa,
Florid",
Eilrly in Au~ust of 1915 a complete repoft
of our Amcrican activities and successes was
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sent to the Supreme Grand Lodge of France
to be forwarded to the Supreme Council of
the World. At the same time a formal request was made by the Grand Master Gencral
on behalf of the Lodge here for a regularly
executed paper of Sponsorship of the American
Order signed by the Supreme Council, should
that Council deem the status of the American
Order sufficient proof that its instruction$ and
laws were being obcyeo,
011 Septemoer 30, lOlli, aller a ~Jleci;ll assembly of the Supreme Council in France,
there was prepared and duly issued "Pronunziamento R. F. R. C., No. 987,432," embodying
a Manifesto declaring that the Supreme Council and Grand Lodge A. 1'\'1. o. R. C. of France,
on behalf of the Supreme Council A. M. O.
R. C. of the World, decJarell and acknowledged
its complete sponsorship of the Order in
America, confirmed the initiation of the American Imperator and his appointment as Dignitary Supreme in North America and verified its
issuance of papers. instructions, jewels, seals,
etc., to him.
This very important document, written on
the specially prepared and water-marked paper
of the French Order, was signed and scaled
by the present Supreme Grand Master of the
Order in France. his officers and the Grand
Master who at one time initiated the American
Imperator into the Order.
The signatures-some pf them of prominent
men in military and governmental affairs of
France, are ilecomp<l.nied by· their official
"marks," and the seals of various sizes and designs <ldd verity and attractiveness to this
unique document, Suspended from the paper
itself is one of the curious, old·styled waxand-paper seals of the Order, bearing its
strange, though intelligible, marks and words.
The document was enclosed in a light-weight
metallic, telescope envelope, which was moisture proof. It was sealed, and had the French
Orders national, or Supreme Council's se<ll
impressed in the metal of the container, and
bore not only the nec~ssary post.age stamp!;
but others of a military <lnd "custom" nature.
bearing marks of approval and examination
abroad.
This document, when received and presented
to the American Supreme Council in October,

brought great joy as the siCn of Olpproval <IntI
endorsement of the work done here in America by those the French Council had <lppoint~d.
The document, properly fr<lmed and preserving the original container, hangs upon the wall
in the Supreme Gr<lnd Lodge in New York
beside the American Council Charter where
it m<ly be ~asily seen and read, for it is writtell in very fair English.
Liltle more need be said regarding the work
of the Order in this country which is speaking so eloquently for itself.
After only fourteen months since the first
initiation was held in this country we find the
Order in many states, Lodges being conducted
by clergymen, physici<lns and very often by
men who <Ire high degree Freemasons. Our
r<lnk and file of membership includes-as in
other countries-the wealthy merchants, land
owners, newspaper editors, government offici<lls, physicians. surgeons, lawyers, scientists,
professional men and women, artists and
al1.isans, even the lowly workers in the narrow and humble trades,-all working equally
for a common good, meeting on a common
level.
In closing I must say a word or two of
thanks and appreciation to those devout souls,
Drothers and Sisters. who have laid aside their
personal interests, their own plans and possible
achievements during the past fourteen months
and have given their time, money and labor
so ~reely, devoting from twenty to a hundred
hours a week to 'working with me for the
Order, and sacrificing many nights a week to
assisting in the upbuilding of the Order in
New York and elsewhere. I have made mistakes-some grevious ones-in my enthusiasm
and· tedious endeavors and have thereby
brought additional work and worry to my
Councilors and Officers, and they have so
nobly a,ccepted the fi<lt without a word of
protest. Their reward, like mine, will come
some day in seeinf" even if it be <It our trcmsition, the rays of the Rosae Crucis illuminating
this glorious continent bringing power, health,
Godliness and Pe<lce Profound into every dark
<lnd !>h<ldowed home :md community. So mote
it bel
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Crux Vera Spes
(Written for the American Rosoc Crucis)

By the Marchesa F. Alli-Maccarani, Florence. Italy

If

011 we love be pure enough and strong,

To sow in the hard soil of sacrifice,
(If loVe's ~ower willingly falls from Paradise)
We rise where others no more belong.

I
I.

For Faith turned outward shall in us breed wrong,
And· to ashes sink its fairy edifice.
Our own hands dig for us a precipice
Who hold ourselves inferior. to the throng.

r --'

I

But see we strange Souls in mirrors fair
(Not polished shrines awaiting selfish fire)
But as Gold Crosses for our Roses rare;

1

Then fate no more shall our Bushed hopes betray,
But the Cosmic World shall bend to our desire
And Light shall brenk across ~ur once dark way.
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SpeciDl Supreme Grone! Con-\)ocotion

HURSDAY night, june 22, 1916.
there was given to the Officcr5 amI
Councilors of the Supreme Grand
Lodge in the Temple in New York,
a demonstr~tion of the ancient art
-science-of transmutation.
It was the first time such a convocation was
hold in America-and it may be several years
before a similar demonstration will be given
again.
Each Grand Master General is permitted to
give, during his lifetime and term of Office,
one demonstration of the ancient process
whereby the transmutation of metal is accomplished.
Believing that the time was ripe for such a
demonstration before the members who have
been studying the laws which underlie all
transmutation, our Imperator and Grand Master General made preparations for this most
interesting manifestation of those fundamental
laws so thoroughly covered by the lectures of
the First, Second, Third and Fourth Degrees
of our Order.
The preparations cO,nsisted in writing upon
15 cards the six or seven ingredients used in
the process and th~ eight or nine accessories
including a small pair of tweezers, a smail
china dish, piece of gauze, pail of filtered water,
etc. Also was written on one card "a piece
of ordinary zinc, size about ~-inch wide, linch long and 1-32 of an inch thick," while
on another card was written "small amount
of pure nitric acid for testing the zinc."
These cards were drawn at random by the
members of the Fourth Degree on the previous Thursday night. By this means fifteen of
the members of the Council actually possessed,
collectively, the complete formula for the
process, though individually each found tht.
except for the zinc and nitric acid, the article
called for on the card was easily obtainable in
the home or on the street with no, or little,
expense. In fact, each testified that the in-

gredients used, outside of the zinc and nitric
acid, could be safely taken into the mouth anel
swallowed--and that some were even used in
cooking in the home.
Each member was pledged to secrecy,-not
to reveal to any other member, or anyone else,
what was written on the cards, and all were
pledged not to unite the fifteen parts of the
fOnJ:lula: until three years after the transition
of the present Grand Master General. Each
member was then told to bring the articles
called for in carefully wrapped packages and
to hold them intact until called for.
On the night of the demonstration all were
on hand promptly at 8 o'c:lock. In order to
meet the demand for one outside and disinterested witness, a representative of 'the New
York World's editorial department was invited.
Because of his presence a ceremony was arranged which did not include any of the secret
rituals or work.
The Temple was especially decorated with
beautiful red blooms. Beside the usual crucible stood a table draped with the altar doth
and symbols and an American flag.. All officers were in full regalia.
After an opening prayer an address was
given by the Grand Master General, as follows:
"We are assembled in Holy Convocation tonight in this Temple to demonstrate for the
first time.in this country the actual realization
of the dreams of our founders. For a hundred
years or morc the Elder Brothers of our Order
in Egypt worked at their crucibles and
wrestled with the problems of alchemy in an
attempt to apply the fundamental laws of our
philosophy and science. At last they succeeded, and transmutation on the material
plane, according to the laws of the triangle on
the material plane, was demonstrated. And it
has never been demonstrated outside of our
Order.
.
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··You have had explained to you in the first,
second and third degrees, these same fundamental laws. You know the true laws underlying the composition of all matter and its
qualities and classification. You know the
real difference between glass and wood, air
and water, flesh and mineral; and you know
the true and actual difference between a piece
of granite, a piece of lead and a lump or grain
of pure gold. You know that by altering or
modifying these differences you will modify
the physical property-the quality. the expression, of these minerals. All this you know.
You have received the absolute knowledge in
our lectures and demonstrations. Your under. standing of the great principles and laws of
God and nature is based upon fac.ts, whereas
all around us we see and meet with claims
and processes in those fields of science outside of our Order, which are based entirely
upon theory or promiscuous observation.
"Since the members of this Fourth Degree
are the most advanced of our own hundreds of
Rosaecrucians in America to-day, I have felt
the call to take advantage of the privilege accorded to me as your Imperator and Supreme
Grand Master, to make this demonstration of
the laws of transmutation; and after due consideration of its national import and its immediate effect upon the minds of those who
esteem this Order and its wotk so reverently.
I grant unto you one and all the privilege of
witnessing for the first time the sacred, holy
and secr~t process and method of transmutation.
May the Light so shine through this demonstration to-night that thousands of yearning
souls in every part of this glorious country
may, indirectly, see the Light and find it a
beacon by which they may be guided to our
fields of endeavor."
• Then the fifteen members holding packages
as per instructions on their cards, Were requested to place them on the table beside the
crucible in full sight of the members. Directly
beside the table sat the New York World's
representative keenly alive to the value of close
observation. 3nd as skeptical as any skeptic we
may meet from a newspaper. The World has
been investigating some of the other so-called
Rosaecrucian movements in this country and
rog~
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from the correspondence it 80 gladly showed
us, with the evidence of false statements, we
are not surpriseel that this investigator was
anxious to have all the further proof he could
add to that which he already possessed regardinc the genuineness of the claims made by
our Order. For this reason-unlike those
bodies he is trying to investigate.-we gave
him every possible opportunity to KNOW.
When the zinc was produced by one of our
members-himself a mining engineer and expert on the subject of metals-it was at once
turned back to the members to be so marked
with initials and symbols as to make future
identification positive.
The New York Worlel representative was
one of the first to mark his initials. on the
piece of zinc in an unmistakable manner. Then
the zinc was tested by nitric acid to prove its
nature. The fumes from the acid on the zinc
were plainly visible to all present. Then the
piece of zinc was cut in half. The half piece
-about half an inch .square containing the
scratched initials and symbols, was carefully
weighed on assayers' scales. It weighed exactly
446 milligrams.
Then the zinc was handed to the Vestal
Virgin who took it with the tweezers and held
the metal in full sight while the Grand Master General picked up a small china dish-such
as is used as "butter dishes" and which a member had placed on the table. In this dish we
could plainly .see the Master drop some white
powder supplied by one Sister present. Into
this was dropped several petals from a fresh
red rose brought by another Sister. Then the
·Vestal Virgin placed the piece of zinc into the
dish and over it was sprinkled several other
white powders supplied by some of the Brothers.
The dish was held then over the colored
flames and fumes of the crucible while the
Master stirred the contents of the dish with
merely the tip of the forefinger of his right
hand.
The left hand of the Master held the dish
over the flames and the fingers of the hand
were certainly severely scorched, as could be
seen after the allotted "sixteen minutes" of
stirring were up, but he showed no sense of
pain then nor over two hours afterward and
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'he folJowin&:: morninr. even the outw;m) cIfects of the burn had disappearc(].
During the process, which calle(] for continued concentration an(] very active han(]ling
of dish, ingredients, etc., to a most tiring and
cxhaustive deGree, the Mastcr dropped into
the dish the difTerent ingre(]ients broul~ht by
the members. The World representativc was
most carcCul to note the outward appcawucc
of each inr.rctlient and surely none present
misse(] a single phase of the process. Our
nerves were tense, we hardly breathe(] and
were prepared for almost anything.
It was the first time the Master had con(]ucted the process and he and we all realized
lhat if any member had failed to bring just
lhe proper ingredient, or if anything else was
wrong-a disaster mighl occur. Emergency
articles had been provided by some presentfor it was not the failure of the demonstration
which we hoped would not co~e at this time,
but personal injury to the Master whose whole
body was so close to the crucible and whose
hands and face were practically in the fumes.
After the last petal of the rose had been
dropped into the dish, the ¥aster announced
that he had reached the end of the process as
he knew it. It was a crucial moment. The
Master straightened up his figure from the
hent over position he had maintained for sixteen minutes. Those in the rear of the room
rose from their seats an,d crowded to the front
of the Temple, forgetting all Temple decorum
in their eagerness to see the .result of the
process.
Then, iii a quiet, simple manner the Master
lifted the metal from the dish, held it close to
the altar litht burning in a crystal lamp
brought from a Rosaecrucian Temple in the
Orient, and after a critical examination announced in a dignified. almost reverent tone:
"It is gold I"
Those close by leaned forward to sec the
metal. There was an almost imperceptible motion ·of rushing toward the Master by the
thirty-seven members present, when the Maiter passed the metal over to th'e Brother who
had brought the original 'piece of zinc and.
r.aid: '''Brother, you and the gentleman from
The World may weigh the metal and note the
probable increase in weight."
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c;U'e£uJly W:lS the melal weiched 'oC:lin hy
the same scalcs. Every adjustment possible
f:howctl lhat the piece of metal had increased
in weight. This was announced by those witnCGsing the weighing. Then The World's representative announced that the piece of metal
containcd and plainly showed his initials and
olher maries and others stated that their identificalion marks were also visible.
Thc metal had a bri&::ht, yeJJow appearance,
much like the light color of pure gold and not
like the more copper yellow color of 14 or 18
ltarat gold.
At the request of the Master the metal was
immediately subjected to nitric acid tests as
was the zinc-the same piece of metal-before
the transmutation. This time there was no
burning of the metal, no fumes, and the test
was repeated several times.
Astounded-yet knowing what really had
occurred and the simplicity of it according to
our teachings-most of us felt that we bad
witnessed one of the strangest, most sacred
demonstrations and experiments yet given in
our Temple.
The Master fittingly closed the convocation
and an retired to the Imperator's office, the Imperator carrying with him two pieces of metal
-each originally forming one piece of zincnow different in color, weight and nature.'
The Secretary General remained in the Temple
to destroy all the ingredients which remained
unused on the table beside the crucible.
In the Imperator's office, under the bright.
white electric lights the two pieces of metal
were compared. It is needless to state that
most· of the members conceded that one was
gold-of a refined nature--while the other was
zinc. A few were less positive that it was pure
gol~ and their attitude is best expressed by
the words of The World's representative, who
in writing the report for the newspapers, said:
"Whether pure gold was evolved or not I cannot say. I am not familiar enough with gold
to make so bold a declaration. But of this
much I am sure and will vou~ for; a piece
of tested and marked zinc was certainly transmuted into Bome other metal of a distinctly
different nature, color and weight which suecessfuJJy passed the acid test for gold. Furthermore it looles like gold. Whereas the metal
Pogt Hint'ttll
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I marked and tested was at one time zinc it
is not zinc now, and the change was brought
about before our eyes in fifteen to twenty minutes, in an honest, sincere and frank manner."
The two pieces of metal will remain for
some time in the Imperator's office, in a case,
where they may be seen. Newspaper men,
editors and several scientists have examined
them and go their way greatly perplexed. No
change in the appearance or size of the metals
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First Rosaecrucian Christening In America
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has occurred since the demonstration-and
none is expected-cxcept that one small corner piece of the gold bas been cut off and sent
to the Supreme Council of the Order in France
along with an official report.
While going to press we learn that Sir William Ramfoey has left this earth me. In our
next number we will describe in detail this
illustrious scientist's researches and actual
transmutations of baser melal into gold.

-

N Wednesday evening, June 28th
'the first Rosaecrucian christening
in America occurred in Wilmerding, Pa.
It has always been customary
with parents who are members of
our Order to have their children christened in
the Lodge to which they belong. Such christening may, or may not, be in addition to a
christening in some Church. Truly, the R. C.
christening is as sacred and as divine as one
may desire, but it is not. intended to supplant
the orthodox christening of any denomination j
that is optional with the parents.
Paragon Lodge No.2, A. M. O. R. C., is
located in Wilmerding. .The chiIdr~n christened there on June 28th were not the first to
be born to Rosaecrucian parents in America,
but this was the first' time that the ancient
ceremony was given on this continent.
Brother and Sister W. L. Kimmick are enthusiastic members of the Wilmerding Lodge,
Brother Kimmick being the Deputy Master.
On June 15, 1916, a son was born to chem
and their great desire was to have this son
christened in the Order.
.
The R. C. ceremony for christening is beautifully symbolical, sacredly significant and.
truly touching in its inspiring impressiveness.
It is a duplicate of the ceremony held in the
Temples in Egypt hundreds of years ago. It.
calls for the full Temple setting, the complete
staff of Temple Officers in their beautiful regalia, special symbolical appurtenances and
appropriate music. Considerable stress is
placed upon the naming of the child, which is
Pugc Tu'clI(t
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very impressive, and upon the influence the
Order's inter.est will have in guiding the child
through life's course.
In a report of the ceremony of June 28th,
the Master of the Lodge says:
"'The boy was christened William Henry
Kimmick according to the ancient rites and
ceremonies. Fifty members of the Paragon
Lodge were present and eight from our Pennsylvania Grand Lodge in Pittsburgh, with
twenty invited guests,-friends and relatives
of the parents. After the boy was christened,
the Matre of the Peqnsylvania Grand Lodge
appeared with an infant girl, born August 9,
1915. The Beloved Matre was Foster Mother
of the child and the Grand Deputy Master of
the Pennsylvania Grand Lodge was present as
the child's guardian. This little girl was then
duly christened, as was the boy, but our Worshipful Grand Master of the Grand Lodge in
Pittsb~gh conducted the second ceremony. assisted by the Officers of Paragon Lodge.
"'The little girl was most appropriately
named Margaret Rosae Stewart.
uBrothers Hodby, Allen, Dryden and Larkec,
also Sisters Allen, Hatch. and Stewart made
splendid addresses lauding the beauty of the
ceremony and the work of the Order."
The Imperator's special ~Icssing was sent to
these two children, with hearty congratulations to the parents and guardian. Let us all
join in a silent prayer sometime during the
coming weeks asking God's greatest blessings
for these two young souls which have been 80
beautifully enriched by the touch of the Rose
and the Cross.
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Middleton SQtnson

DE!,R little field daisy. opened its
bnght eyes one mornmg upon a
~ ,,~ (air and sunny world. The 6ca'~ son was late for a field daisy but
~.
.~ it just happened that when all its
~ companions on the same bush were
in full bloom, it was only a tiny bit of a bud,
so now when its turn came to be a flower, it
found itself alone.
The little daisy was sad to find itself in a
big strange world, with no companionship of
its own kind, but it did not make itseR miserable or refuse to grow on that account.
It stood up straight and strong on its slender stalk and turned its glistening face to the
sun, so that its little heart seemed to reflect
the glowing golden radiance of the sky, and
when the rain fell it opened wide its white
petals to receive it, and the rain cleansed and
nourished it; and when the wind blew the
little flower smiled and nodded to it, and the
wind's kiss purified and strengthened it.
And so generously and unselfishly did the
little field daisy give of its beauty and fragrance, that everything loved it. The birds
chirped to it, and the bees and the butterBies
nestled in its heart. Ana the field daisy was
very happy and grew, in beauty and perfection, because it lived for God.
One day the daisy discovered growing upon
a luxuriant green bush nearby, a flower of a
kind it never before had seen.
This flower wasn't pretty. Its pink petals
were stunted and distorted out of any resemblance to grace, and the stem upon which it
grew was twisted and turned into a most unlovely shape. But: it was a flower, and the
daisy, gJad of kindred companionship so Dear,
called out in a friendly voice:
"Who are you? What is your name?"
"I am called rose," the flower answered-its.
leaves rustling irritably as it turned a pale,
weazcoed face toward the speaker.
UA rose t" the daisy exclaimed in surprise.
"Oh, you must excuse me '" it made haste to
add. "You know I am very young. I haven't
111/11t
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The Rose and the Field Daisy
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been here a great while, :lnd J came too lale
to see the roses. But my friends-the bees
and thc buttcrflics-lcll me-that is-l always
have un<lerstood--"
"Oh, you needn't be afraid to spealc I" snappishly interrupted the disagreeable rose. "1
,know very well what you are trying to sayrather. not to say. I'll admit I don't look very
much like a rose now, but I'd have you understand that lance was just as beautiful and
perfect as any of my kind who came before
me. 1 wasn't born this way. Circumstances
changed me. Circumstances made me what I
am."
"Circumstances?" said the little daisy, repeating the big word as though its meaning
were very puzzling.
&lYes, circumstances-people, things. surroundings," the rose peevishly explained. "If
you like:' it continued a little more graciously,
"I will tell you my history and let you judge
for yourself'"
"When I was very little," the rose began, "1
was as pretty a bud as ever you saw, and as
I nestled up against the heart of my beautiful
mother, I heard some children who were passing, say:
'What a dear little' bud f When it has
bl~omed into a rose we will come and pick it.'
Now I didn't want to be picked by the children. .I wanted to stay always close by' my
mother on the parent bush, so instead of growing, as I should have done, I held my petals
tigh~y together. so as to remain a bud as
long as possible. and not until 1 felt assured
that the children had forgotten me did I venture to open my eyes. Then I made the discovery that my beautiful mother was goneas were all the other roses on the bush-and
I was very angry in my heart to think that
owing to those wicked children 1 had hidden
myself from my mother and that she had died
without looking in my face.
This was my first sorrow and it embittered
me from the start.
My next unpleasant discovery was that it
Pa!1~ Tw'"'Y-D"~
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was n]illill~. <.111<1 as I tlid not like the colli,
wet rain I :Il:"ain shut nly~c1f lip OIS tlllicltly :IS
possiulc.
When at )<1st I mustered cour:lttc to rcopen
my eyes, it was to find the sun shillil1~ full
in my face. It wns a rude, imJlertinent SUIl
th;:lt clid nothing but Slilrc all <I... y laur,. and'in
my rcsculmClIl I cUI"leu myscU iuto a h:lrd
little knot.
Then the wind came and tried with all its
strength to force me open, and I fought the insolent wind and in the battlc between us my
delicate petals were bruised and torn, and I
was never again the same.
Oh, what a life I Jed! Everything seemed

determined to prey upon mc-to rob me of
something of myself.
If in obedience to the instinct that made me
crave light and air, I dared for a single imtant
to unfold my poor little shrinking petals, some
great greedy bee was 6ure to pounce upon me
to rob me of my honey, and the bUllcrfiies
would regale themselves with my fragrance,
and all sorts of common field flowers would
thrust themselves forward to make my acquaintance.
How I hated them a1l1 I hated the wind
and the rain and the sun and the bees and

i
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the butlerllies <lIHI the nowers.
my cncmies.

They were

So to save myself from bein~ ;J.nnihilatcl.l
:lllotether 1 had no redress but to I~ecp myself
shut lip as much as possible, and th:lt is why
Illy pet;l!s nrc warped and stunted as you !:iee
them. Am! from turnirlf: this way to escnpe
the gaze of a vulear buttercup. amI that way
to avoid contact with offensive weeds, ami
from struggling to hide from the sun, and
fighting the wind and the rain. my stem has
become twisted out of all shape.
You now understand what a cruel bte has
been mir.e. Do you not sec that I have been
the victim of a cruel, grasping, selfish world?
Do you wonder that I rejoice to be soon out
of it?"
And the blighted rose sic:hed heavily. as its
miserable tale ended, it hid its head under the
rustling leaves.
"Poor rose I Poor unfortunate rose!" the
daisy compassionately murmured. "So this is
what happens when one lives for circumstances
and self! Ah!" it added with a sigh of contentment, as it lifted its Sweet face to the
smiling sky-"How much better it is to live
for God.I"

Warning!
In Harlan, Iowa, and Detroit. Michigan, the
work of organizing was postponed a few weeks
while the Foundation Officers, consisting of
Freemasons, im/estigated 60me false charges
brought against our Order by one who seeks
to prevent our good work from continuing.
But after due investigation (one of the Freemasons coming to the Temple in New York
from Detroit for the purpose) the charges were
proved so ridiculous that the organizatior..
work is progressing more rapidly and enthusi·
astically than ever.
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In this connection our friends and seekers
for truth in general are advised thilt if, aller
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wntmg to us, or becoming interested in our
work, they should receive communications
from some one declaring himself to be a Freemason of high degree, charging our Order with
any slight or great fautt,-then in fairness to
themselves, to the many reputable and highdegree Masons in charge of our Grand Lodges,
and to our Imperator, write at once: to the
Secretary General, 70 West 87th Street. New
York City, for complete and indisputable vindication of Ule charges, or to Col. E. M. Ehlers,
Grand Secretary, F. and A. M., Grand Lodge of
the State of New York. Masonic Temple.
23rd Street and Sixth Avenue, New York City.
"Be not deeeivcu by deceivers!"
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In our search Cor excellent rcauing mallcr
which our lml'crator may reconullenu to our
members as auxiliary reading, we opened the
last issue of "The Channel" (july.August-September, 1916), published by The Channel Pub·
lishing Company, Temple Park, Hollywood,
Los Angeles, Cal. It is one of the most interesting, illuminating and inspiring issues of any
magazine that has come to our notice for many
months-possibly years. Certainly this issue
is the very best reading possible for those of
our members who wish an outside viewpoint.
or rather many outside viewpoints: for in this
one large, excellently printed, beautifully illustrated issue there appear twenty or more artides by well-k~own writers and authorities.
Especially do we recommend "The Science of
. Occult Healing," by Marie Russak, the Editor .
of The Channel, and "The Wider Psychology
of Insanity:' by Carl Ramus, M.D. Our Imperator recommends that as many of our
Brothers and Sisters as possible should purchase this issue either at local newsstands or
stores (and if your newsdealer does not carry
The Channel urge him to do so), or send 30
cents in stamps to the publisher for a copy.
Many of the present-day occult, philosophic
and "mystic" magazines would do well to pattern after The Channel in broadmindedness,
depth of thought and fullness of expression.
May it prosper generously and peacefully.
It may be of interest to our readers to know
that Marie Russak and Mr. Henry Hotchner
were married Sunday, July 9th, at Hollywood,
California. The,American Rosae Crucis herewith extends its greetings and well wishes of
Love and Friendship.

In our "Exchange Column" we mention
other magazines which send their issues to us.
Comments on some of these will be publishe~
in succeeding issues.
.
For Cour months we have been publishing a
free and unpaid advertisement in this magazine
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for MI'. Heindel's book, "Questions and Answers." From time to time we have recommendetl hi~ other bool,s, in the reatling matter
of these pages and in our correspondence. Our
Impcfalor has pul.llicly slaled to ~embers of
our Order that Mr. Heindel's books were good
and instructive reading for our Initiates. ~l
this endorsement was given in good faith because of the real merit of the books. In withdrawing the free advertisement from this issue,
however, we simply mean that Mr. Heindel
himself has made it necessary for our Imperator to cease recommending these books. The
reason is clearly shown in the extract below.
One of Mr. Heindel's subscribers to his magazine which has been enlarged to look like the .
American Rosae Crucis, wrote to Mr. Heindel
and asked whether it would be advisable to
subscribe to the American Rosae Crucis. In
reply to his question Mr, Heindel wrote:
"V. H. Wood, Cleveland, Ohio:
"Replying to your question we feel that
the reader should be the judge of this. Our
periodical is one and one-half years old, while
the Rosae Crucis is but seven months old.
Ours is sold for $1 while the other is sold for
$1.50. Which gives you the most for your
money is the American's first question.
"The Publishers of the above magazine
made their appearance less than a year ago,
and. claim to have a membership of SIX
MILLIONS.
"The Rosae Crucis is using our books,
teaching what is contained in them (they
claim they are good but not official). Where
are their text-books?"
Only two points require comment. We, the
publishers, and the Imperator have never
claimed to have six milJiol1 members of the
Order in the United States. Such a statement
would be absurd just NOW. A few years
hence it will be very reasonable. Secondly,
while the Imperator has said that Mr. Heindel's books are good, though not official R. C.
books, these books have never been used for
even passing reference in any Lodge of our
POIJ~ TW~lIly·,,,,.t,
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Order, NOR COULD THEY BE. 1£ there is
one single member of our Order who has ever
heard of Mr. Hcinders books used IN or OUT
of our Order for. our teachings. let him or her
admit it at once. Where are our text-books?
We have none, and never will. We still maintain that the ancient teachings are too sacred
and secret to be published as text-books. That
iii commerciaJism, pure and simple-nothing
else. (Sec our announcement on page two of
the June, 1916. issue of the American Rosae
Crucis.) All these comments - and many
others - over Mr. Heindel's long-respected
signature seem too bad and too sad. It all
comes from our earnest desire to recommend
his books in our magazine because of their intrinsic worth. But to continue to do so would
mean placing ourselves and our Order within
the pale of misstatements, deceiving insinuations and willful misjudgment. It is truly
. regretted by all in the Supreme Grand Lodge
that this is so.
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The publisher welcomes criticisms of a constructive nature. We have, from time to time.
commented upon some of .the favorable criticisms given by contemporary magazines and it
is fair to our readers that we comment on the
unfavorable. Therefore, bl! it known that the
first magazine to publish a derogatory criticism
of the Order Rosae Crucis, comes from London. We also, in the ~me spirit of fairness,
suggest that our read~rs buy or borrow a copy
of the "Occult Review" for the month of June,
1918. On pages 344 and 345 appears an article
which will surely interest every member of our
Order. It is possible that a reading of so learned
a diatribe may increase the American circulation of the Occult Review.

l:tk,
.'.

PlJl1t Twtllly-/ou,

For the benefit oC those who may never see
that magazine, let us state that it attacks our
knowledge of the French and Latin language
and does so in English which is-well note
this example: "blunders appear whensoever a
Latin or even a French term ARE involved."
Also it says that the Editor oC the American
Rosae Crucis claims to be not only the "Imperator" but the "Most Worshipful Grand
Master General," etc., etc.
All our readers know that no Editor of this
magazine has ever presumed to assume the
titles or dignities possessed exclusively by our
Supreme American Master. Other very evident errors and misstatements arc made with·
such bias that aside from attacking a Western
magazine which has praised our work, no harm
can come from the criticism. Constructive
commentS· arc always valuable-therefore: The
Occult Review is so well printed, so attractively dressed and so ably planned in purpose that
it would do itself good and protect the interest
of its readers-in America at least-if it would
clean out from its advertising pages the paid
advertisements of. "clairvoyants," mail-order
astrologers of questionable repute, makers of
"talismans" and love charms, sellers of "Tantrix" books· (pertaining to a secret order
strongly condemned 'by respectable Americans
in America), and other such advertisements
which not only we refuse to publish-with all
our faults-but which even the daily newspapers do not publish and the laws might not
permit in lome of our good old-fashioned
States. Make your magazine as clean near the
covers as it is in the centre. Many of your
articles deserve far better surroundings and an
untainted environment.
THE PUBLISHER.
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for First Degree Members
"Gravitation nnd Cohesion"
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by Micllllcl Faraday

Note.-In accordance with our plan announced in
tl June issue we olrer herc the very wonderful and
r;;1; lecture delivered by Michael J.'arad!1Y. abo~t
1833 to the- young students ~t Royal Institution In
England. Faraday was born. In 179J an~ as a young
man bec:ame laboratory assIstant to SIr Humphry
Davy at the Royal In:;tltution. He later became
director of the laboratory and in 1833 was made prof.,saor of chemistrr. He made a numbc: of vel)'
important discoveries. Among these-whIch are In
various fields of science-was that of magneto-electric induction. Tyndall, his successor, says of Faraday: "Taking him for all and all, I think it will be
conceded that Michael Faraday was the greatcl't experimental philosopher the world has ever seen i and

I will add the opinion, that the pro~re" of future
research will tend not to dim 01' diminish, but to
enhance and glorily the labors of this mighty investigator." The lecture given here, and the few to follow from time to time in this magazin~, are given
in the exact words of Faraday. taken from accurate
notes. They reveal his wonderful ability to make
plain the simple laws as he discovered and understood them. They are far more interesting than the
present-day books which contain re-written venotons
of his ideas. Since Faradar- was an advanced Rosaecrucian our members will delight in reading his lectures in the words he used without alteration. Lectures of this kind arc difficult to secure and should be
carefully preserved. Faraday died August 25, 1867.

F you. pay me as much attention
as you did at our last meeting,
I shall not repent of that which
I ha ve proposed to undertake.
It will be impossible for us to
consider the Laws of Nature, and
. what they effect, unless we now and then give
our sole attention, so as to obtain a clear idea
upon the subject. Give me now that attention,
and then I trust we shall not part without our
knowing something about those laws, and the
manner in which they act. You recollect, upon
the last occasion, I explitined that all bodies
attracted each other, and that this power we
called gravitation. I' told you that when we
brought these two bodies [two equal-sized ivory
balls suspended by threads] near together, they
attracted each other. and that we might suppose that the whole power of this attraction
was exerted between their respective centres of
gravity; and, furthermore, you learned from
me that if, instead of a small ball I took a larger
one. like that [changing one of the balls for a
• .much larger one], there was much more of this
attraction exerted; or. if I made this ball larger
and larger, until, if it were possible, it became
as large as the Earth itself-or I might take the
Earth itself all the large ball-that then the
attraction would become so powerful as to
cause them to rush together in this manner
[dropping the ivory ball]. You sit there upright, and I stand upright here, because we

keep our centres of gravity properly balanced
with respect to the earth; and I need not teU
you that on the other side of this world the
people are standing and moving about with
their feet toward our feet, in a reversed position
as compared with us. and all by means of this
power of gravitation to the centre of the earth.
I must not, however. leave the subject of
gravitation without telling you something
about its laws and regularity; and. first as regards its power with respect to the distance
that bodies are apart. If I take one of these
balls and place it within an inch of the other,
they attract each other with a certain pOwer.
If I hold it at a greater distance off, they attract
with less power; and if I hold it at a greater
distance still, their attraction is still less. Now
this fact is of the greatest consequence ; for,
knowing this law, philosophers have discovered most wonderful things. You know that
there is a planet, Uranus, revolving round the
sun with us, but eighteen hundred millions of
, mil,es off, and because there is another planet as
far off as three thousand millions of miles, this
law of attraction, or gravitation, still holds
good, and philosophers actually discovered this
lalter planet, Neptune, by reason of the eJl'ects
of its attraction at this overwhelming distance.
Now I want you clearly to understand what
this law is. They say (and they are right) that
two bodies attract each other inversely as the
square of the distance--a sad jumble of words
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until you understand them; but I think we shall
soon comprehend what this law is, and what is
the meaning of the "inverse square of the distance."
Let us noW leave this subject which I have
written upon the board under the word
FORCE-GRAVITATION-and go a step
farther. All bodies attract each other at Iicnsible distances. I showed you the electric attraction on the last occasion (though I did not
call it so); that attracts 3t a distance; and in
order to make our progress a little more gradual, suppose I take a few iron particles [dropping some small fragments of iron on the table}.
There I I have already told you that in all
cases where bodies fall it is the .particles that
are attracted. You may consider these, then.
as separate particles magnified, so as to be evident to your sight; they are loose from each
other-they all gravitate-they all fall to the
earth-for the force of gravitation never fails.
Now I have here a centre of power which I
will not name at present, and when these particles are placed upon it, see what an attraction
they have for each other.
Here I have an arch of iron filings regularly
built up like an iron bridge, because I have
put them within a sphere of action which will
cause them to attract each other. See I I could
let a mouse run through it; and yet. if I try
to do the same thing with them here [on the
table], they do not attract each other at all.
It is that [the magnet] which makes them hold
together. Now just as' these iron particles hold
together in the form of an elliptical bridge, so
do the different particles of iron which constitute this nail hold together and make it one.
And here is a bar of iron; why. it is only because the different parts of this iron are so
wrought as to keep close together by the attraction between the particles that it is held
together in one mass. It is kept together, in
fact, merely by the attraction of one particle to
another, and that is the point I want now to
illustrate. If I take piece of flint, and strike
it with a hammer, and break it thus [breaking
off a piece of the flint], I have done nothing
more than separate the particles which compose these two pieces so far apart that their
attraction is too weak to cause t~em to hold
together, and it is only for that reason that

a
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there are now two pieces in the place of one. I
wiJI show you an experiment to prove that this
attraction docs still exist in those particles; for
here is a piece of glass (for what was true of
the flint and the bar of iron is true of the piece
of glass, and is true of every other solid-they
are aU held together in the lump by the attraction bclwccn their parts), and 1 can show you
the attraction between its separate particles;
for if I take these portions of glass which I
have reduced to very fine powder. you see that
I can actually build them up into a solid wall
by pressure between two flat surfaces. The
power which I thus have of building up this
wall is due to the attraction of the particles
forming, as it were, the cement which holds
them together; and so in this case, where I
h!lve taken no very great pains to bring the
particles together. you see perhaps a couple of
ounces of· finely pounded glass standing as an
upright wall: is not this attraction most wonderful? That bar of iron ~ne inch square has
such power of attraction in its particles-giving to it such strength-that it will hold up
twenty tons' weight before the little set of
particles in the small space equal to one division across whicl\ it can be pulled apart will
separate. In this manner suspension bridges
and chains are held together by the attraction
of their particles. and I am going to make an
experiment which will show how strong is
this attraction of the particles. [The lecturer
here placed his foot on a loop of wire fastened
to a support above. and sWung with his whole
weight resting upon it for some moments.]
You see, while hanging here, all my weight is
supported by these little particles of the wire,
just as in pantomimes they sometimes suspend
gentlemen and damsels.
How can we make this attraction of the particles a little more simple? There are many
things which, if brought together properly. will
show this attraction. Here is a boy's experiment (and I like a boy's experiment). Get a
tobacco-pipe, fiU it with lead, melt it, and then
pour it out upon a stone, and thus get a clean
piece of lead (this is a belter plan than scraping
it; scraping alters the condition of the surface
of the lead). I have here some pieces of lead
which I melted this morning for the sake of
making them clean. Now these pieces of lead
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bang together by the attraction of their. particles and if I press these two separate pieces
dose'together, so as to bring their particles
within the sphere of attraction, you will see
bow soon they become one. I have merely to
give them a good squeeze. and dr?w the upper
piece slightly round at the same .tlme, and here
they are as one, and all the bending and twisting 1 can give them will not separate them
again; I have joined the lead together, not with
solder, but simply by means of the attraction of
the particles.
This, however, is not the best way of bringing those particles together; we have many
better plans than that; and I will show you one
that will do very well for juvenile experiments.
There is some alum crystallized very beautifully by nature (for all things are far more
beautiful in their natural than their artificial
fonn). and here I have some of the same alum
broken into fine powder. In it I have destroyed
that force of which I have placed the name on
this board-COHESION, or the attraction exerted between the particles of bodies to hold
them together. Now I am going to show you
that if we take this powdered alum and some
hot water. and mix them together. I shall
dissolve the alum; all the particles will be separated by the water far more completely than
they are here in the powder; but then. being
.in the water, they will have the opportunity as
it cools (for that is the Qondition which favors
their coalescence) of uniting together again
and forming one masi.
Now. having brought the alum into solution,
I will pour it into this glass basin, and you will,
to-morrow, find that these particles of alum
which I have put into the water, and so separated that they are no longer solid, will, as the
water cools, come together and cohere, and
by to-morrow morning we shall 'have a great
deal of the alum trystaUized out-that is to
say, come back to the solid form. [The lecturer
here poured a little of the hot solution of alum
into the glass dish, and when the latter had
thus been made warm, the remainder of the:
solution was added.] I am now doing that
which I advise you to do if you use a glass
vessel. namely. warming it slowly and gradually: and in repeating this experiment, do as I
do-pour the liquid out gently, leaving all the
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dirt behind in ule basin: amI remember that
the mo~e carefully and quietly you make this
experiment at home, tbe bettcr the cryslals.
l'omorrow you will sec the particles of alum
drawn together; and if I put two pieces of coke
in some part of the solution (the coke ought
first to be washed very clean, and dried), you
will find to-morrow that we shall ha ve a beauti£ul crystallization over the coke, making it
exactly resemble a natural mineral.
Now how 'curiously our ideas' expand by
watching these conditioll& of the attraction of
cohesion I how many new phenomena it gives
us beyond those of the attraction of gravita-tion I See how it gives us great strength. The
things we deal with in building up the structures on the earth are of strength-we use iron,
stone, and other things of great strength; and
only think that all those structures you have
about you-think of the Great Eastern. if you
please, which is of such size and power as to be
almost more than man can manage-are the
result of this power of cohesion and attraction.
I have here a body in which I believe you
will see a change taking place in its condition .
of cohesion at the moment it is made. It is at
first yellow; it then becomes a fine crimson
red. Just watch when i p~ur these two liquids
together-both colorless as water. [The lecturer here mixed together solutions of perchloride of mercury and iodide of potassium,
when a yellow precipitate of biniodide of mercury fell down, which almost immediately became crimson red.] Now there is a substance
which is very beautiful, but see it is changing
color. It was reddish-yellow at first, but i~ has
now become red. I have previously prepared
a little of this red substance, which you scc
fonned in the liquid, and have put some of it
upon paper [exhibiting several sheets of paper
coated with scarlet biniodide of mercury].
There it is-the same substance spread upon
paper: and there. too, is the same substance'
and here IS some more of it [exhibiting a piece'
of paper as large as the other sheets, but having
only very little red color on it, the greater part
being yellow]--a little more of it, you will say.
Do not be mistaken; there is as ~ucb upon
the surface of one of these pieces of paper as
upon the other. What you see yellow is the
same thing as the red body, only the attraction
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of cohesion is in a certain degr ee changed, for
I will take this red body, and apply heat to it
(you may perhaps see a little smoke arise, but
that is of no consequence) ; and if you look at it
it will first ot all darken-but see how it is
becoming yellow. I have now made it all yellow, and, what is more, it will remain so; but
if I take any hard substance, and rub the yellow
part with it, it will immediately go baclt again
to the red condition [exhibiting the experiment]. There it iii. You see the rell is not put
back, but brought back by the change in the
substance. Now [warming it over the spirit lamp] here it is becoming yellow again, and
that is all because its attraction of cohesion is
changed. And what will you say to me when
I tell you that this piece of common charcoal
is just the same thing, only differently coaletced,· as the diamonds which you wear? (I
have put a specimen outside of·a piece of straw
which was charred in a particular way-it is
just like black lead.) . Now this charred straw,
this charcoal, and these diamonds, are all of
them the same substance, changed but in their
properties as respects the force of cohesion.
Here is a piece of glass [producing a piece of
plate-glass about two inches square]. (I shall
want this afterward to look to and examine its
internal condition), and here is some of the
same sort of glass differing only in its power of
cohesion, because while yet melted it had been
dropped into cold water [exhibiting a "Prince
Rupert's drop"], and if I take one of these little
tearlike pieces and break off ever so little from
the point, the whole will at once burst and fall
to pieces. I will now break off a piece of this.
[The lecturer nipped off a small piece from the
end of one of Rupert's drops, whereupon the
whole immediately fell to pieces.] Therel you
see the solid glass has suddenly become powder, and more th:m that, it has knocked a bole
in the glass vess~l in which it was held. I can
show the effect better in this bottle of water,
and it is very likely the whole bottle will go.
[A 6-oz. vial was filled with water, and a Rupert's drop placed in it with the point of ~e
tail just projecting out; upon breaking the tip
off, the drop burst, and the shock, being transmitted through the water to the sides of the
bottle, shattered the lauer to pieces.]
Here is another form of the same kind of
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experiment. I have here some more glass
which has not been annealed [showing some
thick glass vessels], and if I take one of these
glass vessels and drop a piece of pounded glass
into it (or I will take some of these small pieces
of rock crystal; they have the advantage of
being harder than glass), and so make the leas]
scratch upon the inside. the whole bottle will
break to pieces-it can not hold together. [The
lecturer here dropped a small fragment of rock
crystal into one of these glass vessels, when
the bottom immediately came out and fell upon
the plate.] There I it goes through, just as it
would through a sieve.
Now I have shown you these things for the
purpose of bringing your minds to see that
bodies are not merely held together 'by this
power of cohesion, but that they arc held together in very curious ways. And suppose I
take some things that are held together by th1s
force, and examine them more minutely. I
will first take a bit of glass, and if I give it a
blow with a hammer I shall just break it to
pieces. You saw how it was in the case of the
Bint when I broke the piece off; a piece of a
similar kind would come off, just as you would
expect;.and if I were to break it up still more,
it would be, as you have seen, simply a collection of small particles of no definite shape or
form. But suppose I take some other thingthis stone, for instance [taking a piece of mica],
and if I hammer this stone I may batter it a
great deal before I can break it up. I may even
bend it without breaking it-that is to say, I
may bend it in one particular direction without
br~ing it much, although I feel in my hands
that I am doing it lome injury. But nc.w, if I
take it by the edges, I find that it breaks up
into leaf after leaf in a most extraordinary
manner. Why should it break up like that?
Not because all stones do, or all crystals: for
there· is some salt-you know what common
salt is; here is a piece of this salt, which by
natural circumstances has had its particles so
brought together that they have been allowed
free opportunity of combining or coalescing,
and you shall see what happens if I take this
piece of salt and break it. It does not break as
flint did, or as the mica did, but with a clean
sharp angle and exact aurfaces. beautiful and
gUttering as diamonds [breaking it by gentle
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blows with a hammer]; there is a square prism
which 1 may break up into a square cube. Y,ou
see these fragments are all square; one side
may be longer ,than the other, but they will
only split up so as to form square or obl,ong
pieces with cubical sides. Now 1 go a hule
farther and I find another stone llceland or
calc-sp~r] which I may break in' a sin~ilar ,,:,ay,
but not with the same result. Here IS a piece
which 1 havc brollcn off, and you sce there: are
plain surfaces perfec.tly reguI~r wit~ .respect
to each other. but it 1S not cubical-It 15 what
we call a rhomboid. It still breaks in three
directions most beautifully and regularly with
polished surfaces, but with sloping sides, not
like the salt. Why not? It is very manifest
that this is owing to the attractions of the particles one for the other being less in the direction in which they give way than in other directions. I have on the table before me a number of little bits of calcareous spar. and I rec. ommend each of "you to take a piece home, and
then you can take a knife and. try to divide
it in the direction of any of the surfaces already
existing. You will be able to do it at once:
but if you try to cut it across the crystals, you
can not; by hammering you may bruise and
break it up, but you can only divide it into
these beautiful little rhomboids.
Now I want you to understand a little more
how this is. and for this purpose I am going to
use the electric light again. You sec we can
Dot look into the middle 'of a body like this
piece of glass. We p~rceive the outside form
and the inside form, and we look through it,
but we can not well find out how these forms
become so. and I want you, therefore, to take a
lesson in the way in which we use a ray of light
for the purpose of seeing what is ~n the interior
of bodies. Light is a thing which is, so to say.
attracted by every substance that gravitates
(and we do not know anything that docs not).
AU matter affects light more or less by what
we may consider as a kind of attraction, and I
have arranged a very simpl.e exp~riment upon
the Soor of the room for the purpose of illus,:,
trating this. I have put into that basin a few
things which those who are in the body of the
theatre will not be able to see, and I am going
to make usc of this power which matter possesses of attracting a ray of light. If Mr. An-
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derson pours some water. gently and steadily.
into the ba!lin, thc water will attract the rays
of light downward, and the piece of silvcr and
the sealing-wax will appear to rise up into the
sight of those who were before not high enough
to see over the side of the basin to its bottom.
(Mr. Anderson here poured water into the
basin, and upon the lecturer aslting whether
anybody could see the silver and sealing-wax,
he was answered by a general affirmative.]
Now I suppose that every body can see that
they are not at all disturbed, while from the
way they appear to have risen up you would
imagine the bottom of the basin and the articles in it were two inches thick. although they
are only one of our small silver dishes and a
piece of scaling-wax which I have put there.
The light which now goes to yOU from that
piece of silver was obstructed by the edge of
the basin when there was no water there. and
you were unable to see any thing of it; but
when we poured in water the rays were attracted down by it over the edge of the basin.
and you were thus enabled to see the articles
at the bottom.
I have shown you this experiment first, so
that you might understand how glass attracts
light. and might then see how other substances
like rock-salt and calcareous spar. mica. and
other stones, would affect the light; and, if
Dr. Tyndall will be good enough to let us use
his light again, we will first of aU sho~ you
how it may be bent by a piece of glass. [The
electric lamp was again lit. and the beam of
parallel rays of light which it emitted was bent
about ~nd decomposed by means of the prism.]
Now. here you see, if I send the light through
this piece of plain glass. it goes straight
thr~ugh without being bent (unless the glass
be held obliquely. and then the phenomenon
becomes more complicated) ; but if I take this
show
piece of glass [a prism]. you see it
a very different efFect. It DO longer goes to
that wall. but it is bent to this screen. and
how much more beautiful it is now [throwing
the prismatic spectrum on the screen]. This
ray of light is bent out of its course by the
attraction of the glass upon it; and you sec I
can tum and twist the rays to and fro in different parts of the room, just as 1 please. Now
it goes there. DOW here. [The lecturer pro-
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jected the prismatic spectrum about the theatre.] Here I have the rays once more bent
on to the screen, and you sec how wonderfully
and beautifully that piece of glass not only
bends the light by virtue of its attraction, but
actually splits it up into different colors. Now
I want you to understand that this piece of
glass rthe prism 1, being perfectly uniform in its
internal structure, tells us about the action of
these other bodies which are not uniformwhich do not merely cohere, but also have within them, in different parts, different degrees of
cohesion, and thus attract and bend the light
with varying powers. We will now let the light
pass through one or two of these things which
I just now &howed you broke so curiously; and,
fint of all, I will take a piece of mica. Here,
you see, is our ray of light: we have first to
make it what we call polarized; but about that
you need not trouble yourselves; it is only to
make our illustration more clear. Here, then,
we have our polarized ray of light, and I can so

adjust it as to make the screen upon which it
is shining eithcr light or dark, although I have
nothing in the course of this fay of light but
what is perfectly transparent [turning the
analyzer round]. I will now make it so that it
is quite dark, and we will, in the first instance,
put a piece of common glass into the polarized
ray so as to show you that it does not enable
the light to get through. You see the screen
remains dark. The glass, then, internally, has
no effect upon light. [The glass was removed
and a piece of mica introduced.] Now there is
the mica which we split up so curiously into
leaf after leaf, and see how that enables the
light to pass through to the screen, and how,
as Dr. Tyndall turns it round in his hand, you
have those different colors, pink, and purple,
and green, coming and going most beautifully;
not that the mica is more transparent than the
glass, but because of the different manner in
which its particles are arranged by the force of
cohesion.

Errata
ERRATA
(a). Pa~e 17, third line of Note, for "publishes"
read "publish."
(b). Patte 27, second column, fifth line from below, for "pisces in Greek" read "pisces in Latin."
(c). Page 21, second column, third line from below, for "Captie" read "Coptic."
(d). Page 27, sccond coJumn, second line from
below, for "just as in Aramaic' read "just as in
Greek."
(e). Page 28, first column, 18th line from below,
for ClHieroBolyna" read "Hierosolyma."

(f). Page 28, eeeond column,: 24th line from below,
for "Iranaeus" read "IrenaeuJl.
(g). Page 28, second column. seventh line from
below, for "Sam-Narya" reael "Sam-Aryl."
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In our list of excbanges for JUDe, appeared the
notice tbat the "Gleaner," an astrological publication,
wassolel at $1.00 per year. This was a typographical
error and should bave ,been $1.50. We are glad to
correct our error and receive subscriptions for the
"Gleaner," together with "Rosae Crucis," at the
price of $2.50.

Book Review
PATIENCE WORTH, A PSYCHIC MYSTERY,
Henry Holt .& Co., New York, $1.40 net, ill a compilation of prose and verse, written down through
the medium of the ouija board. The genuineness is
vouched for by Mr. Casper S. Yost, editorial director
of 5t. Louis Globe-Democrat.
The book is not claimed to be, nor is it, a spiritualistic treatise. It is primarily writings of a subconscious mind (Mrs. Curran's}, and proves more the
theory of reincarnation than spiritualistic phenomena. If Mrs. Curran could trace back her life to
1756 we think she could find Patience Worth.
It is interesting and instructive, fuJI of gems of
thought.
BEING WELL-BORN. By Michael F. Guyer.
Published by Bobbs-Merrill Co.. Indianapolis, Ind.
12nlo, cloth, $1.00 net. A scholarly volume on a
timely question, explainin.: the effects of heredity
an environment on the human species. It treats of
man from a m~terialistic standpoint only, not reCOil:Dizing other forces than actual, concrete matter. It
Pagt Thir,y

is not to be expected that the learned profnsor
would admit that the vibrations set in motion by the
mind would influence or create results in the body,
either before or after conception. Man is more than
animal and cannot be rer:u1atcd by the laws of eugenics, because of this difference.
.
The book is "ery jnterestin~ and helpful, and its
. arguments are scientific, but does not to our mind
go into cause but rather efl'ect. This il. however,
not a fault of the writer but rather of the school
system.
THE INFLUENCE OF JOY. By George Van
Ness Dearborn. $1.00 net, Little Brown I: Company,
Boston. Mass. One of the Mind and Health Series
published by this well-known 6rm.
It is • scientific exposition of both tbe mechanism
and the basic emotions in the human organism. This
book Is especially recommended to our readers and
should be found in every lodge library as well as
owned privately. Other books of this series will be
reviewed at length in later issucs.
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WAYS TO LASTING PEACE. By D"vl(~ S'D~r
Jordan of California.. Professor Jorda~ h:u 10 tina
b ok Itlven the world a clear, compact, dlltested sum·
':ary of the thouRht of the nat!onl on thlH InllltJl"ltlllt
sub'eel. He deline& Pe:lce hke. ~ rCJ:ular Ronecru~ian would: The Dove symbohztnJ: Contentment,
Armed Peace like the watch~ul hycna. and the Per·
manence of Law, the Jtuardlan. St.Berna~d. $l.~O
net. published by Bobbs-Mernll Co., Indianapolis,
Ind.
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Ilrll<'O Wllllu\'O. JlMllur, J.olt'bwortb,

TI"""n,, J. IIbellon, Kdllor, DooyC'r, Colo.

,·.r.

n.

•1.. \\ l 11I,·flll""). II.
Ikhhlt'd,·r. "dU..r, Bl1 1 110. 11.=1. y.lIIr.
ac ,.,.••lo". AlulD Olll.. n, JedUnr, l..oudon, Il:n«IaDol.
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'1.00 n "l'lIr."

EdUor, Uol)'okC',
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Th""a"l COIIII..."lo... )'I)"luoptb I'rlnlllllt Co~
l'I)'III"lIlll, Ill. ·.UIO D Y~lIr.
No,,'. IIl'1lr)' lIarrllluD UrowD, Kdllor, SAD FraDd.co,
Calif. 'UlO a ycnr.
r. Chllrl... Ed!:"f rralber. Edllar. DeDwcr, Colo.
)0;.....

SIDE.STEPPING ILL HEALTH. By Edwin F.
ljowers, M.D.. $1.35 nct. Publill!ICd by Little, Drow.n
4: Company Hoston, Mass. ThiS compact volume. 11
written by ~ practising physician i.n.1l useful and ~
Itructing way. It is very entertam10gly an~ lenSlbly written in that breC%J' Ityle Dr. Bowers u mas·
terUnlike
of. the average med1C:al
.
• d
work th'!t fill s t h e JJWl
of the reader full of terms and technical names and
leavcs him bewildered, Dr. Bowers explains the vari.
ous kinds of colds and what to do for them, and
there is a chapter on insomnia which alone is worth
the price of the book.
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T::·I~I':h:'~~· AIf'lb"l. Dead Ito&en, Bdllor, BOltoD•
)tRlllO. 'l.rlll" ,.c:nr.
1'to.. J.... I..r 1l1ln.l. 1-;,llIor. AUlllo Res aUIlts, Loa AnKol~8. Cal. 11.00 a :rellr.
.
TI.e CbaDJ>~1. Mrs. Marle ItUBBllk, Edttor, Loa A11lelea.
12.00 • ytar.

no

E~.

Mrs. JlUDelI

llUld. 11.00 a :rear.

Allen, »4ltor,

m...combe. EDS·

Tho Ollouu. 101 Eutaw Au.. EAlt L1DD, Mus. .....
trolns:lml )lonllll)'. 'l.rlll" )"I'nr.
The New ThoulJltt Trulh. Hamet C. BDUck, ,Editor,

THE ASTROLOGICAL BULLETINA. Edited
by Llewellyn George. $1.00 a year. P. O. Box 638,
Portland, Oregon.

81. Loots, 110. '1.00 a ,ear.
a.......er. Slawr Veot Cooper·Xathtuoa. Bdltor,
Sydner, Australia. lUiO a
The
W. L. Wllmburst aDd Percy LUDd. Edt·
tora. 'LoDdon, EoslaDd. Quarterl" 2s 4d-ln lJ, B.,
'iG ceota ,enrl1.
Tho
Hulft'. ADdreu Flo,d, Editor, OolOD, New
JertJe7. 11.00 a ,ear.
The 8plrllual oJounaal. Alice Demos·Chrlatopber, Doa·
too. 11.00. 7ear.
Tbo Tnlb. ReY. A. C. Grier, Bdltor. 8pokue, Wllb.

Exchanges

'1.00 • 7tlU'.
VIIl$)'. Cllarlett I'11lmore, Ildtlor, Kane.. Clt1, Mo. 11.00
a htua$OD
Jellr.
C. II.00 a
w..
JlCell'... Let&cr, WUblDstoo, D.

Blbl" M.-~I......
11.::.0 a JOur.

B.

m.

Butler, Editor.

Aplll~l:lIlc.

The

,ear.

lIeN....
Bel,

w~r~~. Ad~.al'O Tbou..hl. Lac,.A.

Clil.

PorOaJld, Orqoll.

Kallof1, Edttor,

'1.00 a 1CA1'.

PORTRAITS ,OF THE MASTERS
(S,gneJ ;n Zm-Zar)
The Temple Supply ASllociation, 101 West 126tb St., New York, has secured the rights to reproduce
and sell portraits of the Masters of the East. During the last 25 years travellers and students of
Theosophy visiting the Far East have brought back to United States copies or paintings of these authorized originals, but it oil only recently the Temple Supply Association has secured the rigbts to
reproduce the same in United States.
At the present .time the following reproductions are ready for delivery in ~e following mea:
MORIA-EL, The Illustrious.
ZAR-ATUSHT-RA, The Magian.
KUT·HU-MI, The Illuminator. JESUS, The Na·zsr-ene.
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The Temple Supply Association
101 WEST 126TH STREET
NEW' YORK..

Send Express Money Order or P. O. Money Order to
G. A. I. MORYASON SYKES, M. A. 101 W. 126th St., New York City, U, S. A.
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Works by Coulson Turnbull

The A to Z Horoscope

The DiviDe LaDguage of
Celestial CorrelpoDdences

Delineator
II the Americaa Text Book of Astrology

Cloth $3.00
316 Pac""

Foul1h Bdltlon

Second, revised and enlarged edition now
ready., Cloth, 363 pages, illustrated, price $2,00
postpaid. Teaches practical, Modern Astrology for private or public practice.
One of the Z7 Astrol0ftica1 works by Llewellyn George, F. A. S.. Prancipal of the LLEWELLYN COLLEGE OF ASTROLOGY. editor of the monthly "Astrological Bulletina"
magazine (now in 8th year). Send for cataJogue, prospectus, etc. FREE. Address:

EnlarCCld

A work eodoraed 1>,. UIC lendln~ o5troh'l!lrul and

'l'hr"""llhlrol mOJ;lIslnl"ll In the world.

A work on

",,,Io:rI.. nod rlwt..rI" a"lrol""" rOI.ItIl,. ......(11111"1: Ihr

hrllt tut'''""k for luttrull/lfl"al Mlud"nls, 'J""rl)"'
three I'bn"l"r. deallalf willi tile sodlor, tlll'lr 107"'11'01
C'l.rrclilln"deol'e" l tbe planl't., tbl'lr elloll'rl" meoalnlt:
tbe atud,. or toe In\'olulloa aDd e\'olulloo or the
lIOul; ~uJt pb,..lolog1; plBoelar, OllleB and the
mUIll'al lIeale; bow to pro\'e tbe moment of blC'tb;
tbe dlrectlooll of IUD 1I0d moon; tbe lable. sbow.
IDg plaoetary poalUoOII tor man,. :rears; wltb dill·
(rramll plates; bow to read aDd ereet tbe boroarope.
0et'ealOr1 to begin atud,..
No otner book
THE RI81NO ZODIAOAL 810N. ItA mt'aalDga alld
progDOlltlee. 10 JlDe dotb, price riO ceDt-.
To tbe beglnaer ia Dstrolog, tbla work will bii of
HJlI!C'llll belp 10 abowlng wbat to look for In eyerl
bortlllrope. It II allo full of palata to tbe older
practitioneR.
TilE LIrE :urD TEAOHING8 OF GIORDANO
• BBUNO. PrtN: la' Leatber, '1.26; 10 Cloth, 'LIlO.
8tDdeDh of al78Udllm wlll tDd IIIDC'b of deep and
I"BUag iDterelt In tbll aow coDtrlbutloa to tbe
III",U('III 11terature of tbe da,.. Two Aoe lIIultra.
UODI lIaft ~a added to tbl. ueelleat work.
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LLEWELLYN PUBLISHING CO.
Box 638,
Portland, Ore.. U. S. A.

Brother of the Third Degree
A Modem My.tic Story
By WILL E. CARVER

THE GNOSTIC PRESS
Bo.. " "

Price $1.35

PURDY PUBUSHINC CO.
1000
Biq. CJaicqo. UL
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An International Quarterly of Occultism, Spiritual Philosophy of Life, and the Science of Superphysical Facts
Na official connection witll any ••d, .acidy, or creed

EDITOR, MARIE RUSSAK.
Partial Contents of Last Three Issues.
JANDAJl'f, 111.
M7 EZl'erleoC'e with lbe JJYlAIf
bead lIIan,
Ktlncarn"UoD,
The Now ~o of &be W.&.
Thero I. DO Deau..
Color LaaIfU.....

U7pnoU.. IU, Mea.erI.ID,
8a«.... UoaJ.lII.

0'

The l'lotino.
Jlac:S...- .
The Fin' Tol.toll&'
ADd &eo olher arllc1ea.

AP~IL. UIS
Tho PheDomena
D~ ••
""OJ' 60D.otl.
The Uttlo IDdellrablu.
FfteIUAlIODI7 10 the BIble.
NarDerlcal St••la-eo .,

0'

""'-."

Hlatol7 .f ibe Order BoIae
CraC'I••
OccnlUa.. In NUDro .ad IlbtorT.
Aad iea olb. arUeia.

BOOKLET OF SPECIMEN

PACES, SENT

CRATIS

ON REQUES T

Yearly subscription, Uniteli State., $1;00; Canada, $1.15; Foreign, 5/3.
Single Copies,
United States, JOe: Canada, 35c: Foreign, 118.
Subscriptions
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may begin with any of above numben.

THE CHANNEL PUBLISHING SOCIETY,
TEMPLE PARK,
HOLLYWOOD,
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA.
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